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NEW MEXICO. MONDAY EVENING, JULY

ALltUQUEKQUE,

VOLUME 20

WON'T BE MUZZLED!

JUSTICE IS

COMMITTEE

1900.

:K).

NUMBEH 181

VIEWS OtJ

TRACK OF

DEMOCRATS

Opposition
Daily-Fa- lse

From Russian Provinces to Evil Dooers Coil Tightens
About Standard Oil
Support Revolutionary
Officials.
Groups In

STRIKES
Five Drowned

HO

JOHN

FOR

ALEXANuTr

ADMIRE NEW MEXICO'S

Dismissed.

Returns to Patter
son and Surrenders After
Year's Absence.

.

Chlcazo. Julv 30. When .the federal
grand Jury convenes in Chicago one
week from today final steps win oe
taken toward forging a complete chain
of evidence against the Standard Oil
enmnnnv. and some of its high offi
cials, which the government prose
uprising. The social democrats' cen- cutors hope will lead to indictments
tral committee In Its resolution an- and prosecutions under the anti-re- Attornev uenerai aiooay
nounced that the aim of the revolu- hatn law.
tion is to secure a constituent assem- Via a Tin A Bnltld rf his host local talent
bly of the Russian people to decide on at work, here several days, analyzing
evidence taken betore me grana juiy
the future form of government.
at Ceveland and preparing a line oi
Stolypin Hopes for Cabinet. .
Premier Stolypin has not abandoned procedure that will fortify the testi
hope of Inducing public men outside mony already adduced.
enter Into
beaureaucratic spheres-tIII. IS MUCH
the reorganization of the cabinet to ELIJAH PERTURBED
AT DECISION
carry out his policy of "strong-hande- d
Chicago, July 30. John Alexander
reforms." Negotiations with M. Guch-kof- nun
In will niineal from the decision
Prince I,voff and Count Heyden
Judge
of
Iandis of the federal court
two
of
mob
A
progress.
are still in
Zion Citv a trust estate and
deelarinir
gutted
completely
thousand workmen
first apostle
the brewery on the Schlucsselburg holding that the deposed
proprietorship In ttie
road here last night. Cossacks dis- has no individual
estate. Dowie himself made an anpersed them.
nouncement to this effect at the meot- TreDOff Not Killed.
last inir vesterdav at Shiloh House. Zion
A rumor was In circulation,
Dowie appeared to be more
nlzht. that General Trepoff had been City.
assassinated, but it turned out to be miipornert over Judge Landis' dentin
Hntlnn nf the "restoration of the host
baseless.
oath" as "treasonable than he was over
onv other nnlnt In the court s opinion
WARSAW PEOPLE ARE
DROWNED IN PANIC Tin rWlareil that the iudge himself In
Warsaw, July 30. While the church his oath of office was compelled to
of Wllanow, a suburb of Warsaw, was niT nn,i nVinvn man ana ramiiy ties
filled with worshipers today, an un He said he had never received money
known person outside began firing as trustee.
rapidly with a revolver. A panic fol
lowed, the church service was broken FORMER NEW JERSEY
up, and the congregation, in a wild
MAYOR BACK FOR JAIL
effort to escape, crowded on a ferryII
J., "July
Patterson.
boat, drowning five persons.
Belcher, a former mayor of this city
returned hpre earlv todav and stir
GRAND VIZER
REACTIONARY
to the warden at the
GETS THE GRAND BOUNCE. rendered
lino hpnn TllifiS tlC KinCfi AUg
in
lie
Teheran, July 30. The grand vizer, ust I. 1005. He declared that he had
whose ultra reaotionism
made tiim nr means to make eood the funds
He amounting to S25.O0O. winch he is
unpopular, has been dismissed.
opposed granting ref.rms, which re- accused of having fraudulently ob
sulted in popular demands for his tained.
dismissal.
i
A NOTED ENTOMOLTO REVIVE INTEREST
IN ACTIVE ATHLETICS
OGIST MAY DIE
Host on, Mass.. July 30. The Boston
will hold a
association
Athletic
special meeting this afternoon for the
dispatch says:
A Phoenix, Ariz.;
purpose oi considering steps to re- Prof. Snow, of the Kansas University,
vive the Interest in active athletics one cf the best known entomologists
among tne members of the associa- in the United States, who 'has been
tion. When the organization was in Arizona for some time past study'
formed the members were mostly ing the territory's bugs, was bitten
young men," active and proficient In by a Gila monster while at work with
the various track and field sports. a student class, in a field, and as a
One by one the athletes of the club result Is In a serious condition, and
began to retire from active work, fears are entertained that the 'bite
however, and finally the clnb was no may prove fatal In spite of the best
In
longer represented
the various medical attention that is being given
t
athletic contests in the east. An
him.
will be made to attract young
Bite Merely Scratches,
and active members, who will be able
Prof. F. H. Snow, of the University
and willing to compete In athletic of Kansas, who was reported dying
contests for the honor of tne club.
from the bite of a Gila monster, was
a passenger on train No. 2, this mornTEACHERS MAKE TOUR
ing, returning to his home at LawOF UNITED STATES rence, Kas., and, using his own words,
New York. July 30. The party of "waB far from dead."
about one hundred New York teachers
He had the tooth marks of the
which started from here on the last dreadful Gila monster, and tie had
day of June returned today, after hav- two of the monsters, too. The evl
ing maae a high', interesting and In- dences oi the bite were a few dark
structive tour cf the United States, In- scratches on the thumb of his left
cluding a number of large cities of hand, and the mousters themselves
the middle states, the south nd the were a couple or very repulsive, large,
west, the Yellowstone Park, the Crip- horny animals, confined in a tin
ple Creek mining region, the Grand
with a towel tied over it.
Canyon. San Francisco, Seattle, Spo- bucket
"We also have 15,00o entomological
kane, Portland, etc.
specimens, many of them as yet tin
classified, too," said Prof. Snow. "We
SENDING OUT TOURspent six weeks in southern Arizona,
gathering bugs, beetles, butterflies
IST AND PULLMAN and cttier insects, which will form a
part of the entomological collection
our university."
SLEEPERS FOR TROOPS OF TER- of With
Prot. Snow were I,. A. Adams.
RITORY
SPECIAL TRAIN FROM S.
Crumbs and Kngene Smyth, stuHERE MORNING OF AUGUST 3. dents of .ne University of Kansas.
July

30.

The

cen-

tral committee of social democrats
has' been hastily summoned from the
provinces. It has been formally decided to support the action of the revolutionary groups last week in pushing agitation for a general strike and

.

f.

I.

11

ef-for-

-

Adjutant Tarkington is expected to
in Albuquerque tonight or tomorrow to look after the arrangements for the special train to leave
thin citv
n rr. JA,,u o n o . o ,
j the.
carrying the territorial troops to the
Austin, Texas, encampment.
The Pullman company is sending
out a big equipment of tourist and
standard Pullmans to be used In transporting the troops of the two territories to Austin. The Phoenix troops
will go by way of El Paso, as will the
but. the Silver City,
Koswell tro.'-psLas Cruoes. Santa Fe, Albuquerque
Ijxa
Vegas troops will have a
and
special train from here via the Santa
Fe route all the way, going by way
cf Xewton, Kas.
Company K, in Old Town, is practiced pltcning tents In the plaza
there, yesterday, preparatory
to the
loading cn August 3, getting a taste
Com-- j
of camp lite before starting.
puny it. nere, is urniing reguiariy, ana
ihe Albuquerque companies should
make a good showing at the encampment.

arrive
-

FOR

CONCESSIONS

But Would Like Some Definite Arrangement For Divisioa
of the Offices Before the November
,
Election Will Be Held.

In Polish Panic, j Mayor Belcher

Persian Grand Visor

St. Petersburg,

WILLINGNESS

DOME

OBJECTS TO JUDGE LAHDIS

UPRISINGS

to Statehood Grows Less
Assertion on Part of

Antis Have Produced Reaction.
'

PUSHING AGITATION

SENT

!E

THE CITIZEN FROM ARIZONA

SLOWLY ON

NOW CALLS

JOim

i

LAWYERS' CONVENTION
IN NORTH

CAROLINA

Ashville, N. C., July 30. The annual convention of the Commercial
League of America opened here
today with a large and representative
attendance from ail parts of the
l lilted btates. An Interesting pro
gram has been prepared for the con
vention and many important addresses will be delivered.
Among them
will bo an address on the subject of
insurance by Judge I. D. Moore t f the
louisiana court of appeals, who was
a member of the league until he as
cended the bench. He is considered
one of the best authorities on the
subject of his address.

CIRCUIT CLERKS HOLD
THEIR ANNUAL SESSION
Estill Springs, Ky., July 30. The
Kentucky Circuit Court Clerks' association is holding its econd annual
mcunir here today,
amtiel V. Hertford, circuit court clerk of Daviess
''ouii'y. is presiding. The object of
tho meeting is the discussion of the
queMien if unif Tinity of fees and to
Quotations.
Stock
afford a week's outing to the clerks
New York, July
S'orks closed and their wives. The attendance Is
as follows: A'eliisou, !U: Atchison unusually large.
referred, ino'i; New York Central.
loO'i.; Pennsylvania. 12'J'; Southern
St. Louis Wool.
Pacific, 75; Southern Pacific preS Uiuis. Mo., July su. Wool mar
!M;
ferred.
Amalgamated Cpper, kef. steady: territory
and western
l'M"-;
railed staus Steel,
mediums, L'.'fC'Sc; fine medium, Mt
I'nited States Steel preferred, lt'6-'oc; fine. 1 (i 17c.
1

Special to Evening Citizen.
Tucson, Ariz., July 30. Many people here are pleased with the fight
you are making for joint statehood.
It Is beginning to be understood in
this territory that New, Mexico In
Jointure will make all the sacrifices,
and Arizona will get much the biggest
part of the pie.
Arizona people have great respeot
for President Roosevelt, whatevor
their own politics may be, and when
he advises us to take statehood, on
the assurance that otherwise we will
have to remain In territorial vassalage for many years, we believe he
knows what he is talking about and
that he Is advising us for our good.
Arizona has too long been fighting
KING OSCAR AND HIS
CENTRAL FEDERATION
OCCUR FROM
for statehood to give It up now when
it Is within her very grasp. Of course,
some of the corporations, which have
STILL-SORPEOPLE
IN
UNION
POLITICS
E
ACCIDENTS AS USUAL
no use for or Interest In Arizona other than the metal they ship from her
every year, which makes them richer nnd Arizona poorer, oppose any
re
Separation-ANorway's
Socialists,
At
kind of statehood for they are better
New York Central's 'Express Would Not Join
as a territory: but these interests
Trying to injure New King off
Platform Contains Eight
have gone too far. Thoy and their
Runs Into Land Slide
papers have used arguments and made
,,ours For Labor- dom in Her Finances.
With Deadly Effect.
assertions which the people have
found to be false, and there Is a great
change to the side of statehood going,
BOILER OF MILL EXPLODES1 BKYAN vlLL LAY D0WN ISSUE OTHER COUNTRIES ADVISING on dally.
'Newburgh, X. Y., July 30. Wrecking crews are at work this morning'
clearing away the debris of the wreck
of the New York Central's Pacific express, which ran Into a landslide one
mile south of New Hamburg at 11:30
d'clock last night, resulting In the
death of Edward Wells, engineer, and
Edward Warren, fireman, of New
York, and Injuries to about a dozen
passengers, none of which will prove
fatal. The wreck was one of the
worst that has occurred on the Hudson river division of the road since
the New York tunnel disaster, and it
seems miraculous that there were not
many nerious fatalities. The locomotive turned over, plouped forty feet
into a great heap of gravel which had
fallen upon the track, then shot upward, and, turning almost at right angle, came down across all three
tracks.

quite a number of your papers com
ing to this office and the fight you
are making for statehood has impressed us as fair, candid and void ot
abuse. The people of this section
want statehood and want It bad. We
are more connected with New Mexico
In climate, interests and ease of communication thaa we are with southern
Arizona, and we have no objection
you in the new state with n
If we did not fear that you would gobble up all the state offices, as you
have so much the larger vote.
Now this is the whole trouble In
this part of the country. We do not
care whether the capital Is at Phoenix or Santa Fe, but wo want some
of the offices. This Is candid. The
statehood act will give us one congressman but that is all. You would
be able to elect the governor and both
senators. There is the rub. If your
political parties would pot together
and assure us of one senator Gov- ernor Klbby or any other man Arizona
might select you would find opposition to statehood melting like snow.
Then, if you could give us the first
governor say Perclval Lowell, one of
the best men overy way in tho south
west
with the Joint condition that.,
the governorship shall vibrate back
and forth between the two territories,
or the two parts ot the state as it
WANT SOME ASSURANCES
then would be, you would sweep this
Stockholm, July 30. Sweden's anGIVEN EEFOREHAND territory with the exception of a few
ger at the separation of Norway, Special to Evening Citizen.
sorehead democrats' and a few corwhich was believed by most EuroFlagstaff, Ariz., July 30. There Is poration representatives.
peans would quickly die out, is still
bitter.
The Swedes are trying to
harm the Norwegians. Their enmity
has been extended t cover Denmark,
because the new king of Norway Is a
Danish prince. Sweden would soon
find a cause for bringing about a war
in Scandinavia, had not both- Great
Britain and Germany told King Oscar
that he must not allow his resentment
to carry him to extreme measures.
The Swedes, one of the tnriftlest
nations in Europe, are allowing their
feelings of resentment to affecf their
pock ei books. Norwegian vessels lying
In Swedish ports are unable to secure
cargoes because Swtre longshoremen
deciine to load ships flying Norway's

New York, July 30. Tha Central
Federated union, after a long debate,
yesterday decided to go into politics
in accordance with the recommendation to affiliated unions made by President Qompers, of the Federation of
Labor. The platform, which had been
under debate for two Sundays, was
adopted In Its entirety over the violent protests of the -- c!al!sts, who
fought 10 force tne tuilon t.S commit
itself to the socialist party. The platform contains the eight-hou- r,
labor and other trade union
features and provides for the nomination of candidates with trade union
cards who can be Indorsed by either
the republican or democratic parties.
.
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anti-child

Pleasure Will Be Combined With Business and Optical Goods Will

BRYAN TO MAKE PLATFORM
IN HIS FIRST SPEECH
New York, July 30. William J.
Bryan, It is announced, desires It to flasr.
Trade
be known that lie will outline hte con

between

the countries

Be on Display.

has

ception of the issues upon which the! dwindled to half what it was. before
EXPLOSION KILLS
the dissolution. The Swedes, instead
TWO WORKMEN IN MILL democratic national camnalim should f buying goods cheaply In Norway
July 30. Two be fouaht. In his Madison Sauare Gar- - and Denmark, prefer to go to other
Ind.,
Vlncennes.

- -

BOILER

30.
workmen were killed and twenty In- den speech August
explosion
jured In a boiler
at the
paper mill today. The men MEETING OF THE .
were' engaged In the placing of new
COMMITTEE OF FAIR
boilers, the old ones being still In use,
The
when the explosion occurred.
property loss Is estimated at $l.'.ooo. AND ADVISORY BOARD TONIGHT
IN OFFICE
OF MANAGER
NEW JERSEY TENNIS CLUB
AT 8 O'CLOCK
MUCH
OPENS TOURNAMENT
Ridgewood, N. J.. July 30. The
BUSINESS TO TRANSACT.
third annual open tennis tournament
of the Ridgewood Golf Club will begin
tihs afternoon on the courts of the
r
club. The winner In the men's singles
There will be a special meet- A.
challenge
E.
will have the right to
ing of the executive committee )T
liasch, the present holder of the Chaland advisory board of the ter- lenge tropny, which was donated to
ritorial fair association tonight
the club in 1304.
at 8 o'clock, in the headquarters
of the Twenty-sixtAnnual Fair
Mc-- i
association
at Manager
GOOD REPORT MADE BY Canna's office in the Grant
building, at which time all con-- t
cerned are urged to be on hand,
as matters of grave importance
SURGEON GENERAL
are to come up for discussion
and final action.

countries and pay more.
The great powers, who take a paternal interest in the little Scandi
navian countries, fear a serious eco
nomic crisis, 'harmful alone to Sweden,
Norway and Denmark, will result.
Suggestions have been made to
King Oscar that he had better call a
halt on the lioycottlng, but the Swedish monarch declines to listen to rea

Vin-cenn- es

A

t

son.

The visit of the German emperor to
Norwany and his conference with
King IlaaKon at Trondhjcm are be
lieved in Stockholm to bo connected
with the Scandinavian economic war,
The kaiser is anxious to have the difficulty settled.

h

;

AUTOMOBILE

MEET

IN

(tltf?YYtlYYtYII

Uretton .Voods, N. H.. July 30.
Never Ufore th.s has Uretton Woods
Manager McCanna tuis morning re - 'been the rendezvous cf so many auto- a leigram iroin a wen Known uiotiiies as today. Most of tiie
horseman asking when the mobiles which took part In the Glldden
nominations for purses 1 and 2 of the tour, scores of autos owned by the
fall race meet closed, intimating that members of the Hay State Automobile
if not too late he would enter his association and a number of autos
horses for the 2:1S puce and 2:20 trot from various parts of tho east have
events. As he has until AugiiRt 15 come here to attend the mountain
to make entries, his horses will no climbing contest, which began here
doubt be sent here for the fair wtek. today, instead of climbing the steep
It. is expected that there will be and dangerous ascent up Mount Wash-aoverflow of horses at the fall meet ington this year, the test will consist
as any number of Colorado horse- - in covering the course through Craw-niehave signified their Intention of ford's Notch.
Tile rv'ute is three
coming here for the fair, and the and one-hal- f
miles long and furnishes
$10,000 offered in prizes makes the an excellent test for nil kinds and
purses worth contesting for, and as types of cars. As there are twelve
a result Albuquerqin an should wit- events scheduled for this meet, it
ness some good events in tne "8ort will require several days to finish
of kings" line here during fair week. them all. One of the events la a
one for lightweight cars from
At the meeting to le held tonight 551 to Sxi pounds, one for heavy-i- t
is thought that the amusement line weight cars from 1,432
to 2,204
will receive a large share of atten- - pounds, while the others will be for
tlon, and plans made for securing all regular stock touring cars divided ac-o- f
the high class attractions not yet! cording to the list price from S50 to
contracted with, but which have been ' $8.uoo and over.
seen by Manager McCanna and which
L'ndi r the conditions of the con-ar- e
holding themselves In readiness tests for tne nine stock car events
to sign c utracts.
the only parts that will be allowed to
lie removed, will be the muffler, mud
'guards und lanterns. Each car must
STRANGER 0 "COPS"
be provided with two brakes, and
c minting car must carry two
ANOTHER PRIZE every
passengers, each capable of managing
FRENCH GOVERNMENT
.
the machine.
EXPRESSES REGRET
Joseph Harnett is in receipt of a let- Paris. July 3u. The French em- ter from his horse trainer. F. A. Frost, OLDEST WOMAN IN
bassy ut Washington hag been in- - who is at present conducting
the Par- INDIANA DIED TODAY
structcd to exprcbs the deep regrets! nett string over the Missouri circuit,
j,a prte, Ind., July 30. Mrs
of the French government at the Mil- says that .Stranger O. won at rtnand Keese, the oldest woman In
Ing of Lieutenant Clarence England,! Marshall. Mo., one day last week, tak-! in,il:inM mm, nerluina In tlx. rmt,i
navigating officer of ho cruiser
ing the big end of a $5u0 purse in
She was
who was mortally wounded straight heats and coming within a States, died here today.
at Che Too July :'S by a rifle bullet second and a quarter of his mark. born In Poland in 1794.
fired from the French cruiser Dupctit Stranger O. has a mark of 2:08
Metal Market.
Thouars. while tho hitter's crew waa From Marshall. Mo., Mr. Burnett's
New York, July 3'i. Lead and copt ngaged In Hinall arms practice.
per, qul l un hanged.
horses no to Higgliisvllle, Mo.
Washington, D. C July 30. The
annual report of the surgeon general
of the United States army for the
Jiar IIKJj, covered by statistics just
available, will make such a showing
as Is niott gratifying t.j army medical
officers.
There has been nothing like
It In ueariy ten years, and the gratifying condition is attributable to the
Improvement in sanitary conditions.
This is especially so In tho treatment
particularly
of epidemics
tvphoid.
with which the army was seriously
threatened some years ago. All kinds
of devices have been adopted, after
thorough trial, in the hope that there
wculd le a decided Improvement in
the conditions prevailing In army
posts. The same precautions for the
health of the troops have been taken
In the field, on marches and on army
tiansjrts. The army medical corps
Is some thirty officers short of rts authorized commissioned personnel, but
it is f und possible to maintain the
health of the army in a way which
nas not been equalled since the rec
year of 1897. The statistics, when available, will show a
state of affairs, entirely
creditable to the surgeons who have
been working so hard all along for
letter military hygiene.

wo
ImRochester, N. Y July
portant conventions of opticians are
in ttisltn here today.
The Optical
Society of New York opened Its session at Haines hall this forenoon and
will finish its business in the afternoon session.
In the evening, end
also at Haines' hall, the American
Association of Opticians will be called
to order by President B. D. Clark.
The two conventions have attracted
mure than one thousand opticians not
only from this state, but from all
parts of the United States and from
Canada.
An elaborate and highly Interesting;
program has been prepared for the
national convention which will 'begin
this evening and will close on Thursday evening, with a banquet to the
visitors by the Rochester Optical Society and local manufacturers.
At
the opeuting session this evening the
members and delegates will be welcomed to the city by Mayor Cutler.
Responses will be made by John C.
Eberhart of Dayton, O., and others.
President H. 1. Clark will deliver ils
annual address und then Secretary
William F. Houston of Kansas City
and Treasurer J. K. Stebbins of Ash- So.-T-

.
-

--

j

tabula, O., will submit their annual
reports.
Tomorrow a morning session will
le held and In the afternoon the members will visit the Bausch & Lomb
factory. In the evening an
clinic will be conducted by the
the physlloglcal section, with Prof.
Samuel Grant cf Montreal as demonstrator. Dr. John H. Ellis of South
Bend, Ind., will conduct a muscle-testin- g
clinic.
On Wednesday the forenoon will ba
devoted to a business session and In
the afternoon the members will visit
the Eastman Kodak works at Kodak
Park. In the evening several Impor- tant papers Trill be read. Thursday
morning the members will visit Taylor Brothers'
thermometer
factory,
and the rest of the, day will be devoted to the transaction of unfinished
business, tho election of officers for
the ensuing year and Ce selection
of place and time for the next national convention.
In connection with the two conventions a highly Interesting cxhlbl-tol- n
of optical goods apparatus and
appliances has been arranged In a
hall adjoining Haines' hall, where the
sessions of the conventions are held.
eye-testin-

auto-Colorad-o

JAPAN

WILL BUY

RAILROAD

SIX NEGRO BRUTE MURDERS

LINES

A WHOLE

FAMILY

n

n

free-fotal-
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'

Fer-whi-
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Canonsburg, Pa., July 30. Elmer
Toklo, July 30. Th i Japanese gov
negro,
ernment has Just announced the date Dempster, a nineteen-year-olon which it will purchase tho six pri has been arrested for the murder of
vate railroads, authorization for which Mrs. Samuel Penloe and her two
purchase passed both houses of the 'children, and the shooting of a third
liet lust March.
dates are as child, last evening. Dempster was a
follows: The HokKaldo Tanko Tet-sud- helper on tho Penloe farm. He has
and the Kobu Tetsud , on Oc- confessed that he attempted to
the
tober 1, 1900: the Nippon Tetsudo
Penloe girl.
and the Giwiyetsu Tetsudo, on Novem but was frustrated by her mother, who
ber 1, 190ii, and the Nishinari Tetsudo went to the bureau to get a revolver.
and the Sanyo Tetsudo on December The negro secured the gun first, and
1, 190C.
atter k.illng the mother and shooting
The aggregate sum of the purchase the children, set fire to the bouse to
price will amount to 230.Odu.ooO yen, hide his crime.
of about $125,000,000. For the pur
Saved from Lynching.
Washington, Pa., July 3D. Dempchasing sum of each railroad the gov
ernment will allow tho In'crest of 5 ster was safely lodged In jail here,
per cent a year, beginning with the after the officers had fought off two
respective date of purchase. The mobs on tho trip from Canonsburg.
government will not Issue these bonds
until It sees fit to undertake the Is- WANT FORFEITURE OF
RAILROAD'S CHARTER
sues. The returns from the six pur
Cumberland, Md., July 30. The
chased railroads will not only pay the
the running expenses and the inter heurlng of the case of the state of
est, but will also yield a surplus, the Maryland against the Cumberland &
exac t amount of which cannot yet be Pennsylvania Railroad company, for
estimated with any degree of cer- t hu forfeiture of Us charter, was be-- !
gun in tho circuit court for this county
tainty.
(today, on an order commanding the
Grand Circuit Races Open at Detroit. railr a I company to snow cause why
Cleveland, ).. July 30. Tho grand a eb'Cieo of forfeiture should not be
circuit of trotting races, which was Issue,! by the court as set forth ia
to have
at Derott, will be the petiiioii. Th reason fer the proi! el on the fannus Gleuvlllo track ceedings against the railroad company
this afternoon. Tho race meet will U the alleged violation of the state
continue until August 3.
laws against rate iiscrlmluations.
d
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REMOVAL

M.,

A BIG IRRIGATION

Oftlalal Paper of Bernalillo County
sad City of Albuquerque.
winhtw fm aftni Dlipatchw.
Urpvt

SCHEME

City ino County Clrculttlo.
Urmt New Mcxlca Circulation

-
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assured

BANK INSTITUTIONS
MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

the man who thouid be working for yout
the man h would gladly lend you moneyt
the mnn who cuU like to buy your horse?
the man who would buy an Interest In your business?
the man who would buy that lot of ground?
the man who would bujr your old Wcycle?
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Try a Citizen want advertisement.
her home in Kansas City, and will the system. 25c at all druggists.
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and Witch Hasel
Cream 25c.
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JAPAN HAS LOST
MILITARY GENIUS
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The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.

T

Money to Loan to Build a Home

N. E. STEVENS,

General Ag't.
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AWAKES FROM

SUMMER EASE
Wants Commercial City,
Beautiful City and Local
Self Government.
DEMOCRATS JUBILANT OYER

.be banner money makers
for you

Remember, you're getting old and opportunities
are growing less
Call at office, U 9 South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

Stand Pat Tariff Position.
Hearst the nomination of Hearst
Effect of Labor's Entrance
wculd be practicany assured.
And
should Tammany give him genuine
Into Politics.
support at the polls, Hearst would
Special Correspondence.
By Sheldon 8. Cline.
Washington, D. C. July 30. In ord
Inary summers the month of July
and August are frightfully, fearfully
The halls cf
dull in Washington.
congress are deseriefl, the White
House is tenanted only by caretakers,
members of the diplomatic corps lhave
moved uielr embassies and legations
to the north Atlantic coast, and the
heads of departments have fled the
heated city, leaving subordinates to
run the government. Wealth and the
fashion have departed, and only the
tollers remain. Even the toilers toil
as little as they may, and no one who
can .help it stays abroad "when the
sun Is shining.
But this summer it is different.
Washington has a business boom. It
looks lige a
genuine
boom and one that will be productive
of results. The thing has been tried
before tried many times and has always tailed, because the real sentiment of the community was not back
of it. For many years the attitude of
a majority of the Influential people
uas been that Washington was a residential city, in which office holding
and catering to office lolders was the
only desiraole business. Now, It would
seem, a transformation in their way
of "thinning has been wrought. Wholesale houses are eagerly desired, and
even manufactories,
which uiway.
have 'been discouraged, are Invited to
locate in the environs.
If the
dream of Wasn-ingtois realized, the capital may
Deconie tne commercial center of a
large section of the country. It is referred to as the "Gateway or tuu
South," ana as its ambition is a progressive one, plans already are under
way for the commercial conquest of
territory to the north and west. Wash
ington has grown to a city of 300,000
without commerce or industry. With
commerce and industry added, it may
become a metropolis in fact as well
as in theory.
The City Beaujtiful.
Aiong wnn tne movement for a
"Greater Washington," commercially,
there has come a revival of Interest In
plans to make It the "City Beautiful"
of the world. If as much Is accom
pllahed in the next quarter of a cen
tury as has been accomplished in the
twenty-flvyears Just past, the Ameri
can capital will have distanced all its
rivals in the race for beauty.
It was only a few years ago that
congress gave scantily and grudgingly
to the beautiflcation of Washington.
It was as hard then to get a few taou-eandollars to pave a street as it Is
now to secure millions for a project of
improvement.
During the past five
years almost as much money has been
expended and authorized to be expended as had been done in the previous hundred years of the city's history. Not only is the government
building and planning beautiful structures of classic design, but private
enterprise is doing its full share. A
union railroad station, to cost, with Its
approaches, about 114,000,000, Is only
one of numerous projects under way.
Throughout the city there is everywhere manifested a disposition to
build beautifully and substantially; in
fact, Washington seems to have something it has utterly lacked in years
gone civic spirit.
Wants Local Government.
With this awakening to a new life.
there is heard again the demand for
enfranchisement for the inhabitants
or the District of Columbia.
want a voice in the gov
ernment, and more especially they
want home rule. Next winter there
is likely to be a determined effort to
secure something cf a concession in
tuis iine from congress. The demand
probably will be for a seat in the
house of representatives and an elec
tlve District government. Even Porto
Kico is Better treated than the national capital, for Porto Rico has a
"commissioner- who is entitled to the
privileges cf the floor of both house
and senate.
He cannot vote, it Is
true, nor can the territorial delegates
but it is an undeniable advantage to
nave a representative on the floor.
I here is a growing disposition to
believe that the form of government
fastened on the District of Columbia
is not a success. The eoverninz bodv
couslsts of two commissioners from
civu nre and an army officer detailed
from the engineer coros. The ao-pointmenta are made by the president,
and while tie law requires that the
civilian commissioners shall be bona
tide residents of the District, the men
appoiuted are not always in touch with
district people cr the District' needs.
ine commissioners are supposed to
represent the District before con
gress, and during a session they are
given irequent neanngs on nendins
measures. But the commissioners do
not always possess the confidence of
congressmen, and the fact that the
commissioners advocate a measure is
sometimes sufficient to insure its defeat.
With all those matters pending,
therefore, Washington has not taken
on its accustomed summer dullness.
The people have something to talk
about, and a large number of wealthy
men who habitually .cave the capital
with the lieginning of July are yet in
town, agitating for a "Greater
sure-enoug-
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come mighty close to being elected.
Tammany, 01 course, has no love for
Hearst, nor has Murphy. It would bo
strange if they did. But Tammany Is
no sentimentalist at the game of politics, and it may be that Tammany
recognizes support of Hearst as a
necessity.
Murphy didn't commit
Tammany to Hearst's support, and"
possibly he Is playing some game
more subtle than Murphy usually
plays. It did sound, though, like he
was breaking the ice for a full endorsement of Hearst's candidacy.
Washington is chiefly interested In
speculating on the probable effect
Hearst's election as governor of New
l ork would have on national politics.
Hearst has announced that he is not
a candidate for the presidential nom
ination, but suoh announcements are
of little weight. He has not said he
would not accept the nomination if
It: should be tendered
him by the
democratic national convention. Just
now everything democratic appears to
be traveling In the direction of" Mr.
Bryan, but Hearst's election as governor might change all that. It certainly would give him a tremendous
prestige, and there are many democrats who think that In this day of
radicalism Hearst is the Ideal radical
candidate.
One thing Is certain.
It will be
worth tne while ofMr. Bryan's enthusiastic supporters to keep an eye
on the new York situation.

Tariff Assume Importance,
Aside from the Murpliy Interview,
about the only thing of political interest this week was the conference
at Oyster Bay between Mr. Roosevelt
and the congressional leaders concerning this years' congressional campaign. Mr. Roosevelt, It was announced, thoroughly approved the
plans of the campaign committee, and
those plans, ran a further announcement, contemplated a etand-pa- t
declaration on the tariff question.
It is rather hard to reconcile this
situation with Mr. Roosevelt's past attitude in the matter of tariff revision, but there has come from Oyster
Bay no Intimation that his position
has been misrepresented. At the headquarters in this city of the democratic
congressional committee there is Jubi
lation over the prospect that the republican management will come out
squarely with a stand-pa- t
declaration.
They profess to see in this democracy's opportunity. The trouble with
the democratic management Is inability to agree upon a tariff program.
Some want a very conservative promise that the most glaring abuses of
the Dingley schedules will be corrected, while others insist the time is
ripe to go before the country committed to sweeping reductions. It
may be decied to adopt the Hancock
theory that the tariff, is a local issue,
and let each democratic candidate for
congress present the question to his
audience in whateverlight may best
agree with local sentiment.
There
would be nothing irregular in such a
course. The only authorized democratic tariff doctrine Is that which
was written in the last democratic
national platform. There will be no
official way in which that doctrine
can be changed until the next national convention convenes, and if
there are going to be departures from
the platform declaration any individual democrat has Just as much right
to write a tariff plank as has the congressional committee.

Labor Comin; into Politics.
The activity of the labor unions in
politics this year already Is beginning
to attract attention, and more attention is going to be laid to it as the
campaign progresses. It goes without
saying that the unions will not accomplish all that they have set out to
do, but if they accomplish any considerable part of their announced program there will have to be a readjustment in American politics.
Thoughtful men of bcth parties are
beginning to realize that the injection
of the labor unions into politics is
pregnant with tremendous possibilities. The most significant thing Is the
avowed determination to elect union
men to congress wherever possible.
D?es this mean the inception of a
labor party in the United States, such
as is to be found In Great Britain and
some of the countries in continental
Europe? It lias been several years
now, since a third party nad representation in congress. The belief has
prevailed that the time was not distant when there would be another
third party sufficiently strong to elect
senators and representatives, but no
one has vtntured the prediction that
that third party would be a labor
party.
If the labor unions act together, as
their leaders claim they will, it will
be easily possible to change the results in a large number of close districts, and it is well within the range
of possibility that enough union men
will be elected to hold the balance of
power in the house. Th s year, in all
probability, whatever union men are
upt forward will make the race either
as republicans or democrats, and in
the organization of the next house
they will
with the party
upon whose ticket they were elected.
But In some congress in the near future there may be enough members
elected on straight lalor tickets to
hold the balance of power, enabling
whichever party they decide to co
with to elect the speaker, and
oirate
organize committees.
Wlien
Tammany for Hearst.
that
to pass, if it ever does, a peaceThe past week apiars to have been comes
rather an off one ia politics. The ful but none the less effective revoluthing which attracted most interest tion will have been worked.
was an interview with Charles F. MurOur ROUGH DRY work don't have
phy, in which he Indicated that Tambe washed over. Imperial Laundry
many might be found in line for Will-la- to
Co.
R. nearst for the democratic
for governor of New York.
The picnic basket, for aala at tha
Miould Tammany go Into the conven- Mcintosh Hardwara eomoanv'a atore
tion sincerely and earnestly
for are Inditpentajla for outing parties.
Wash-lngtonia-
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IS DESTINED

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE

SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each.
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes.

Only $5 down;
No Mortgages

50-foo-

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

119 S. Second St.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEMT CO.

First Nat'l Bank Bid.
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"A Tremendous TrutK
Regarding' Christianity"
1

(Sermon of Rev. J.

M.

Sollle, delivered at the Highland Methodist
church last evening.)

"Xo man can say that Jesus is the
Lord, but by the Holy GUosu" 1 Cor.
12, 3.
Suoject:
"A Tremendous
Truth, Regarding Christianity."
Christianity has been the leading
Bubject among men since the fall of
Adam and Eve In tne Garden cf Eden.
It was a discussion of this subject
that led to the first human murder,
and the Bible is fua of like occurrences, irom start to finish. Xo subject, perhaps, the political not excepted, with its gigantic powers to set
men and nations at variance with each
other, has done more to disturb the
peace, than this, the most luiprtam
of all subjects,
"Think
not that I am come to send peace on
earth," says the Master; "I came not
to send peace, but a sword." "The
most violent feuds," says Matthew
Henry, "have been those that have
arisen from differences In religion.
About it many battles have been
fought, much blood has been shed,
and many lives have been lost, as a
result of which devastation has spread
its destructive wings over the land.
That Jesus Christ was led to Calvary
by a violent mob, where He was suspended between the earth and the
heavens, and died the deam of a malefactor, though no fault could be found
in Him. was out the result of a discussion ot this subject, that caused
the apostles, nearly all of them, to
breathe out their last at the hands of
cruelty. This, too, was the leading
topic in St. Paul's day. It was this
subject that gave rise to the utterance of this tremendous truth: "Xo
man can say that Jesus Is the Lord,
but uy tne Holy Ghost. "
Man's intellect may enable him to
measure the distance to the sun and
to the stars. By his mathematical
skill he may be able to roll planet
after planet upon the scales, weighing
them with some degree of accuracy,
yet, unaided by the Holy Ghost, he is
as powerless to say in the true Bense
of the word, that Jesus is the Lord,
as the most Illiterate peasant that
ever lived. To be able to say that
Jesus is the Lord, in the highest
sense, is to be capable of giving utterance to a tremendous truth.
A
truth that cannot be uttered or accepted without divine aid. A truth
that cannot be discerned historically.
That Christianity has a history, no
sane person would undertake to deny,
but laat this history contains only a
part of the truth, is equally true. You
may tell me that Christ was born in
Bethlehem of Judea; you may tell me
the story of His appearing In the
midst of the learned doctors of the
law at Jerusalem, and how intelligently He conversed with them; you
may tell me of hew He was crowned
with thorns and how they crucified
Him, but you have only told me then
what my powers of Intellect can easily
grasp. That Christian history does
not contain all the truth, may be determined by this: if the whole story
of salvation was history, then it could
oe historically discerned; hence, there
would never have been any dispute
over it, any more than the people
would dispute over the history of
George Washington.
Bnt, when you
tell me that I am a lost sinner and
except I repent and have faith in
God, that I will continue lost and be
damned forever, then, my reason can
go no further without help. The woTld
Is silent, for it has nothing to offer
me. But thank God, there Is a voice
from the eternal hi. is, that can make
the truth to me full, and as clear as
the noonday sun. I must have divine
aid. At this point, hence, the tremendous truth, "No man can say that
Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy
Ghost.
God the Father, Grd the Son, and

the Holy Ghost, took part in the
plan of salvation. It was given by
God the Father, it was manifested by
God the Son, but it Is tnjoyed by God
the Holy Ghost.
(1) Given uy God the Fahier:
In
God the Father, we find the originating cause of this wonderful gift to
fallen man, and the reason that
prompted Him to make the gift. Is
oest explained In Jonn's gospel, 3. 16.:
"For God so loved the world, that He
gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should not
perish, but have everlasting
life."
When we. undertake to comment on
this verse of Scripture, we Invariably
feel a conscious lack of ability. It roes
seem to us that we could manage it
better, if we only knew what the little
word "so" meant, "God so," yes, He
so, "loved the world.' "So." O, that
we had some one to tell us Just what
the little word "so" In the text means.
"For God so loved tne world." And,
as we see it, the only plausible solution of the question is this, the meaning of the word "so" as lb appears
In this verse cannot be comprehended
fully by the finite mind, and ipossibly
when we snail have reached the city
of God its meaning to us will continue
to increase, as we explore the city,
until the work of exploration shall be
fully accomplished.
(2) Manifested by God the Son:
God the son is the meritorious cause.
It was through Him that the love of
God was manifested to a lost world.
"In this was manifested the love ot
G:d toward us, because that God sent
His only liegotten; Son Into the world,
that we might live 'through Him."
And this is the record that God bath
given to us eternal life, and this life
is in His Son.
Hence, to know God
the Father, we must know God the
Son. ' Jesus salth uno him. Have I
been so long time with you, and yet
hast thou not known me, Pnillip? He
that hath seen me hath seen the
Father." But to know Christ, through
whom alone we may know God, we
must be aided by the Holy Ghost, for
"Xo man can say that Jesus ! the
Lord, but by the Holy Ghost." Hence,
the absolute necessity of studying
carefully the tblra and last division.
(3) Enjoyed through the Holy
Ghost: The Holy Ghost is to Christ
what the atmosphere is to the sun.
Were It not for the atmosphere, the
glory of the sun would not be revealed. He would strive to Bhlne, but
in vain. And so it Is with God the
Son, who took for His part in the
plan of Salvation the manifesting of
the love of God the Father to a loBt
world, if it were not for the Holy
Spirit, the third person in the trinity,
the glory of His work would not be
revealed. Christ would have wrought
in vain. Christ said, "These things
have I spoken unto you, being yet
present with you. But tne comforter,
which is the Holy Ghost, whom the
Father will send in my place, He
shall teach you all things, and bring
all things to your rememberance,
whatsoever I have said unto you."
The nature of the Divine Spirit's
Influence:
He enlightens the mind.
"Ho shall teach ycu all thlngB." The
Holy Spirit is to the mind what the
telescope Is to the natural eye. Throw
the face of the telescope on an object in the distance and it makes that
object visible, whereas U could not
have been seen by the natural eye.
Not by adding a new object in the
distance, however, but by giving
strength to the eye. So wl.h the sinner. He is unable to look away from
time and sense, unaided by the Holy
Spirit, but when thus aided, the invisible to him becomes visible. Not
by adding new scenery, but enabling
him to see that which already exists,
which Is Christ, VJs personal savior.
God

Is he able to say truthfully,
Jesus 1s the Lord."
sinner is like the captive
caged from his distant home.
As the sits on his perch, and appears
as if he were dreaming, then he

Then
"That
The
eagle,

opens his eyes and looks homeward.
Again he falls Into what seems to be
unconscious lumber. Awakening out
of hts sleep, he looks homeward again,
raising his great sails, as If he would
fly away to his home among the Alps,
but this greatest effort does but disclose the fact) that he Is chained to
the cage. So It Is with the poor sinner. He, like the eagle, dreams of
Lhis heme In heaven occasionally.
It
may be when financial disaster has befallen him, or when death has robbed
the home of one of its members, he
looks heavenward, as If to say: I will
make the start for my heavenly home,
but, unaided by the Holy Ghost, his
efforts do but disclose the fact that
he is bound to this world by a mighty
chain of sin. "Xo man can say that
Jesus is the Lord, but by the Ho,y
Ghost.
The Holy Ghost breaks the seal to
the scriptures so that we may read
and understand them. He that has
the wrong key, Is as far from entering the house, as If he had no key at
all. The Holy Spirit Is the only key
that will unlock tha door or the Bible.
Without this key, no man can go
within the pales or God's word. No
man can say that the Bible Is of God,
unaided by the Holy Ghost. The man
man who undertakes to be religious
without the Spirit of God to guide
him, will indeed find It an unpleasant
task. He is like a shepherd without
his crook. Like a ship without a rudder. Like a prophet without his
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

First and Marqoette

KEEP

COOL-CO-

Alfewqtxerqae, New Mexico

OK

WITH GAS

With a coal store you waste ten
times more heat than you use. Can't
cook anything upon It without heating
up the kitchen.- Makes summer cookery unbearable. Different and better,
with Oas. Four burners on a
GAS RANGE
You can- be using one, getting all

the
heat you want, and still have the top
'of the range cold within a foot of the
burner. The best proof that Gas
-

'

Cookery is cool cookery. You appreciate It wonderfully on a hot day.
Ranges on display at Electric

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th ANO COLO

.

H. O'REILLY & CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

SCREEN TIME 13 COMING.
Window screens. 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.26.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
8UPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Only 82 Years Old.
"I am only 82 years old and don't
expect even when I get to be real old
to feel that way as long as I can get
Electric ltters," said Mrs. E. H. Brun-so- n,
of Dublin, Ga.
Surely there's
nothing else keeps the old as young
and makes the weak as strong as this
grand medicine.
Dyspepsia, torpid
liver. Inflamed kidneys, or chronic
constitpation are unknown after taking Electric Bitters a reasonable time.
Guranteed by all druggists. Price 50c.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the interior. United
States Land office, Santa Fe, New

t.

'

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkote Roofing

Have.
Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
follow.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backache,
Cure every kidney ill.
Albuquerque citizens endorse them.
Mrs. M. J. Butler, residence 717
East street, says: "When I went to
a drug etore for Doan'a Kidney Pills
I had an attack or backache. It was
only one of many which had annoyed
me lor two or three years. At first
they were mild, and I expected they
would leave Just as mysteriously as
the ycame, but with the passing of
time the attacks were more frequent
and of longer duration. I used three
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills, and
was rewarded with an entire cessation or the aching. - Up to date, and it
Is considerably over six months since
I stopped the treatment, there has not
been a sign of any recurrence."
For sale by all dealers. Price B0
cents. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
66
take no other.
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BRQ. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT

Just at Scores of Albuquerque People

.

NEW MEXICO

BEGINS SEPT., 3rd,

TAKE IT IN TIME.
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Illinois Central R.R.

Mexico, June 29, 1906.
THE SHORT LINE
Notice Is hereoy given that the fol
FROM
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854). as amended
To
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the probate clerk at St, Paul, Minneapolis,
Dulutii
Lunas, N. M., on the 10th day of
August, 1906, viz., Jacobo Chaves, in
AND THE NORTHWEST.
of the heirs of Juan M. C. de
Chavez, deceased, for the 8. H. C. No.
4:8, lots 1 and 2, In sections 25, 35
and 36, township 7 nerui, range 2
east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adTo
verse possession of saiu tract for
twenty years next preceding the surCHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
vey of the townsnip, viz..
ST.
PAUL,
cnavez,
M.;
N.
Valencia,
O.
Jose
FORT DODGE,
of
Jesus Sancnez y AlarlJ, of Valencia,
v. M.; Gregorlo Aragon, of Valencia, WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
N. M.; i'oncarplo Sanchez, of Peralta,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
The finest train service to the above
against the allowance of said proof, points; also to New Orleans, Memor who knows ot any substantia) rea- phis,
Vicksburg,
Evansvllle, ind.
son under the laws ai.d regulations of
the interior department why such Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jackproof should not be jlowed, will be sonville, Fla., and all other points la
given an opportunity at the above the south and southeast.
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimTicket Office, 805 Seventeenth St,
ant, and to offer evidence la rebuttal
Denver,
Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
claimant.
submitted
ty
that
of
MANUEL It. OTERO,
JAMES CULTON,
Register.
Commercial Agt,
TAKE A PLUNGE
the
The picnic baskets for sale at the
8WIMMING POOL.
Open Daily, Mcintosh Hardwara company's store
604 North First Street.
are Indispensable for outing parties.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

COLORADO

Is

ONE NIGH7

CO RONADO TENT CITY
CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

ASK ANY
A delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your ow n cooking, or you can get your meals at the restaurant.

Boating

Bathing

Fishing

Music

For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,

SB
SB
AGENT

cross-examin-

o

Try a Citizen Want ad.

Citizen Want ads tortnx

result.
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Newspaper Bound to
Find Ufia North Pole

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Published Daily and Weekly.

EVENING CITIZEN.

MONDAY, JULY 30, 1906.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

All incoming passenger trains, are
reported on time.
Dr. J. F. Pearce and Attorney SumToronto Mall and Express.
mers Burkhart returned to the city
W. T. McCREIGHT,
W. 8. 8TRICKLER,
tXX0XXXX0XXXXXXX)XXXXXX0XXl last night from a fishing trip on the
Business Manager.
President.
Pecos. They brought home a nice
Newspaper enterprise of the sensational variety string of fish to substantiate the storshows nothing comparable to the WVllmnn North pole ies of good luck they have to tell.
expedition. The explorer Is to mako the 'trip in an
Rev. Geo. Leo Tntterson and mothairship, and a great Chicago Newspaper the Ilecord-Hcral- er, Mrs. John C. Patterson, who have
But the other day a whole ship's cargo of
Is his backer.
Walter WVllmnn has been for been residents hero for a couple of
butter was refused permission to unload at Constantinstaff, being years, expect to leave this evening
ople because chemical analysis showed the
some years a member of the Record-Heral- d
By Several
Dollars. It
butter to be composed, in addition to the coloring mat- a descriptive writer of note, besides having an explora- for Denver, where they have planned
to
sumspend
the
remainder
of
18H7-the
8
mnde
he
ter, exclusively of hog's fat and cotton seed oil.. This tion or two to his credit. In 1894 and
mxxsX
sold
be
some
price.
Go it
mer.
butter had been shipped from the United a dash for the pole, using dog sledges. A few months
"must.
Melville A. Sjmniers, the deputy
confound
this
sale
ago the newspaper announced that It had given him the
States.
coal oil Inspector for this district, has
Butf unless reports are altogether false, this country assignment of reaching the North pole in an airship.
of
with
the
fake
sales
returned to the city from his visit
ia no deeper in the mud than some other countries are Mr. Wellman seems to be confident that ho will be able to Denver
and o:her interesting points
now
going
on.
So
stores
In the mire. In fact, it is broadly asserted that German to perform the task, and already plans for the remarkin Colorado.. He had a most delight
this season merely plow over their
firms have regularly employed expert chemists to "doc- able Journey are well under way.
nil vacation and of course had a fine
Engexpedition
time.
A few days ago the five members of the
tor" meats, butter and other food for the market.
stock and then
the "weeds" with
A flat car on fire shortly before
land's Indignation over the American moat scandal was reached Dane's Island, their Jumping off place. There,
precondithey
recognition
are
noon
rea
of
mechanics,
surprised
today
merged
and
Into
a
quickly
clearance cards.
in the Santa Fe yards
with a crowd of assistants
sales are
tion equnlly, if not more, objectionable at home. Sta- paring the airship for a trial flight, and making other sulted in a call for the department.
sales
paper
and
nothing
The
car was taken to the brewery,
more.
tistics from Germany prove that in 1!03 there were 6,000 necessary preparations. It is yet doubtful whether the
where the flames were soon extinwill
prosecutions for adulterating food products, and that trip will be made this summer, or whether It will be guished
find
here
no
tricks,
no shams,
these cases have been multiplying. German papers, It postponed until lo7. But since the party is only about que beer. presumably with Albuquertied
strings
no
to
our
offers
appears, have been loud in their denunciation of food 550 miles from the pole, and expects to reach it and reMiss Elizabeth Cronln, head waitpreparations unfit for consumption and butter sold by a turn in ten days, there Is still time, before the autumnal ress
at the Alavarado, left this morn0
certain large concern In Berlin Is said to have been doe- - gales begin, for the final dash. Mr. Wellman seems to ing for a visit to relatives at Charlos-towhave fairly committed the newspaper to the discovery
tored to an extent almost incredible.
Mass. Miss Katherlne Wilof the polo, for he announces that if he fails this year liams, recently of El Paso, has sucEven the market women of Strasburg have been
in numbers, hardly a week passing without a he will try next year, and if he falls next year he will ceeded Miss Cronln In the large dinprosecution among them for selling adulterated butter, try the year after. It begins to look as though these ing room.
Fine Clothing and
lnc9, brandies and medicines Chicago people are bound to have that pole.
The recital, with stere. pticon views,
while cocoa, chocolate,
Fine Clothing and
It Is no exaggeration to say that never before did a to bo given at the Lead Avenue Methhave been shown upon analysis to contain substances
Furnishings
Furnishings
highly injurious to health. Sausages have been adulter- polar expedition set out so scientifically equipped. The odist church on Thursday evening, on
Scotland,"
"Hooert
Hard
of
Burns,
the
ated and dyed and a Strasburg paper claims that there airship is the largest ever built, being 164 feet long. It by
John H. Crum, is one of the
are few articles of manufactured food in the German Is equipped with three motors, capable of generating mostProf.
to be anticipated entertainments
markets unadulterated with dangerous drugs and pre- among them 100 horse power. Beneath the car is swung on the calendar for the week.
a steel lifeboat, for use should the airship collapse,
servatives.
W. S. Fullerton, who has been In
It is to be hoped that the pure food bill passed by through any mischance, and reach the water. There are the city for
some days past, looking
congress, after many years of fruitless effort, shall prove also two gasoline propelled sleighs aboard, called "me after his business interests, will leave
dogs."
very
chanical
can
These machines are
light, nnd
but the beginning of a great reform. Only the demon
tonight for a trip to San Diego, Calif.,
of greed has ever Instigated the foul and Infamous prac- be taken apart and put together again in a very few stopping off at Gallup for a few days
tices of which complaint is now so generally being made. minutes. So, if the adventurers can neither fly nor sail en route. He expects to spend the
Let the people see that the law Is enforced, and that nor row, they will still be able to progress as well as remainder of the summer in Calithe manufacturers be compelled to content themselves an expedition that relies on sledges. The real "news fornia.
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Blakeman passwith the legitimate profits arslng from pure and whole- paper end" of the equipment Is a wireless telgraph outfit, by means of which Mr. Wellman hopes to keep In ed through the city last week.on their
some products.
hourly communication with civilization through the last wedding trip fsom points on the Paflight. A wireless station is now building at Dane's isl cific coast. Mrs. Blakeman will be reas Miss Mabel Hall, forand, and an operator at this point will receive Wellman's membered
The announcement that at the conference held at messages and pass them on to Hammerfest, Norway, a merly of this city. After spending
the day
they continued to their
Oyster Bay, the other
the president met the point in touch with the Atlantic cable and the Record-Heral- d home in here
El Paso.
pat
policy
party,
adopted
was
to
stand
leaders of the
the
office In Chicago. A wireless telegraph expert,
Workmen today began stringing the
on the tariff question, does not seem to meet the views Maxwell J. Smith, Is one of the five to sail in the air copper
trolley wire out Second street
of the people of Kansas. Commenting on the announce- ship. The others beside Mr. Wellman are Major Hersey, on the Traction company's new exment the Wichita Beacon says:
representing the United States government and the Na- tension. As soon as the remainder of
"All such republicans as La Follette, Cummins, tional Geographic society; M. Gaslon Hervleu, aeronaut- - the copper wire arrives the trolley
Stubbs and other Kansans who have been advocating
and M. Paul Colordeau, mechanician In charge line will be completed -and cars put
In operation, two new- cars having
lower tariffs on lumber, steel, paper and the necessities of the motors.
been ordered for the new extension
of life, and who have been thought to be in line with
Careful observation of the winds prevailing In the equipment.
the president, muBt now take it all back or be party region through which the flight Is to be made have conYesterday afternoon at 5 o'clock, at
outcasts."
vinced Mr. Wellman that his airship will be able to
Commenting on the same matter the Leavenworth make way against them. If the winds blow toward the the Catholic cathedral in Old Town,
girl baby of Mr.
(Kaa.) Times goes even more deeply and explicitly into pole, either directly or obliquely, the ship will drift with the
was
and Mrs. F. W. Schmalmaack
the question. It says:
them. If they are head winds of any considerable force christened by Rev. Father Tomasslnl.
may
what
republican
make
leaders
national
"The
a dragging anchor will be thrown out and the ship will The ..ttle lady Is named Lillian Vicrecommendations they please, respecting the 'stand pat not lose much of the ground previously gained. The toria Scnmalmuack, and, at the cere' idea, but when they come to enforcing orders they will ship will be capable of making nineteen miles an hour mony yesterday afternoon bus Thelln
find that they have to deal dirctly with the rank and file n calms, and It Is calculated that an average of twelve actad as Godfather, and Miss Lillian
of the party. There will be no "stand pat' campaign In miles an hour will be maintained through the flight.' At Hesselden as Godmother.
M. P. Kempenlch, of.peralta, who
Kansas .this year. To make that clearly an issue would this rate only 100 hours would lie required to go directly
be suicidal. The republicans of Kansas are for a re- to the Pole and return. Enough gasoline will be taken was in the city Saturday on business,
adjustment of the trafflo schedule, but they don't pro- to carry the explorers 1,800 miles at the rate of twelve has returned home. He stated while
pose to turn the Job over to the democrats. As their miles an hour, but the food supply will last the five men here that men were at work on the
Los
bridge, which was washed
representatives in congress they will elect men who are for two .months and a half. So that should they become out Lunas
by high water some time ago.
committed to the tariff revision policy. We may not stranded they will bave some chance of surviving until a and that the new bridge would be ten
bars a delegation In congress next year that Is of a uni- rescue party could be formed. Here, by the way, Is an spans long. He reported the fruit
form opinion on this question, but we shall have It the Itefn that appears" to have been overlooked, for no an- crop in th Peralta district good,
next or the next. The republicans established the tariff. nouncement has been made of the Wellman rescue ex- with plenty of rain falling.
While finishing a quarrel started In
They are the ones upon whom the duty devolves to re- pedition getting ready.
save and to be economical. 25
adjust It so that It shall be suited to the now changed
One of the most Interesting features of the equip the Penny Auditorium, John B. Rod-rlgment Is the equlllbreur or guide rope. . This consists of a Iago of x4 North Broadway, and Juan Tell them how to save and how to 5 I
conditions."
1
attracted quite a crowd to a
steel cable weighing 1,200 pounds, one end of It attached spot In
be economical. In order to sucrear
the
of
Albuquerque
the
to the car, the other dragging along the earth. As the Bowling Alleys, but the police InterViQ
ceed at saving money, there must
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
consumption of gasoline lightens the baloon and it rises, fered before the bout had gone far
veiled
closely
as
The earnings pf the bfg packers are
be system In saving.
more of the equlllbreur will be lifted, and the balance enough to allow of picking a winner.
EASY TO REACH.
Nttd,afj Oil company, says an restored.
as tie revenue, of tn
v
Rodrlgo was arrested but later re
Little things that ' attract childexchange.
leased. Iagd made a getaway and
RELIEVES PAIN.
ren and which prove to be of no
They have publicly asserted for" years thatlneir
hasn't been a,rrestd as yet.
BUILDS
UP THE SYSTEM.
earnings are only equal to about 2 2 per cent on their
worth, should be turned aside.
Saturday night in the '"Popularity"
CURES RHEUMATISM.
contest at the Casino, Mrs; I. B. Payne
38s busines. The gross business of Swift A Co. last
Most of the real pleasure of this
took first prize, receiving the largest
year was $250,CG0,CC9i of Armour, $225,000,000; of Mor-rl- a,
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
life cornea from things that cost
number of votes, and tha parlor lamp
about $90,000,000.
Tonight,
also.
Missouri,"
will
"In
Old
CURES DIABETES.
little.
Within the last ten years Swift has Increased capibe presented, "La Belle Marie" closing
Duluth
tal stock im jio.oooOOO to $60,000,000. Of this stock
The child will soon learn to take
a successful three nights' engagement
CURES INDIGESTION.
i.pe,!'cent is paid and It Is quoted now on the Chicago
with last night's performance, at
pleasure In saving money. Saving
CURES DROPSY.
which the largest and most apprecia
otock exchange at 104. It sold at 110 before the presimoney is a hajit a good habit;
Five men, representing the managerial, editorial and
audience that has filled the Cadent's message, and Inside support Is now given It. legal staff of the New York Herald, are defendants in tive
sino la several days was present.
and one that should be formed
There Is also $5,000,000 in the bonds and the refriger- an action brought by the government, alleging the viola
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
bonds.
Clias. Ktins. the Brown's clever sec
$2,000,000
in
early in life.
ator company with a capitalization of
of the law governing matter sent through the United ond baseman, leaves tonight for Ta- CLASS.
Armour haa put $20,000,000 capital In the packing tion
Successful men succeeded by
States malls. The allegation covers the "Personals coma. Wash., going via Los Angeles
business, $2,000,000 in the elevator and grain business appearing
'
on certain dates on the front page of the and San Francisco for a visit to his
In saving something out
persisting
monopoly.
Both
car
line
and about $2,500,000 in the
Herald and described as "obscene, lewd and lascivious brother, Dt. G. G. Kunz, who is a phy
See Santa Fe Agent for round
Income.
of
firms have millions In cold storage plants all over the matter In print"
their
absician at Tacoma. Charlie will be
country, through which they control the fish, egg and
rates, good for thirty days.
trip
five
weeks,
city
from
about
sent
the
affidavon
are
warrants
certain
of
based
arrest
The
so
fruit trade.
glove
along,
will
his
but
be
take
columns
its, strongly fortified with quotations from the
that he will be In practice when he THE BANK OF COMMERCE
referred to as "Personal."
returns homo to play second for the ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
The action was brought through United States post- - Browns in the fair tournament.
watched
be
woman
outcome
Inspectors,
will
and the final
office
Next month an International convention of
w aid of the twenty
Secretary
auffragists will be held at Copenhagen, Denmark. The with Interest by newspaper men In particular and the sixtn annual Rosen
New Mexico Territorial
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
Cargeneral.
publlb
In
''''
Mrs.
an
American,
association
is
of
president
this
A
association has sent out notices
fair
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
some
newspapers
waged
war
for
have
York
city.
New
rie Chapman Catt, of New York
members of the fair executive comto
il
personals
time on the Herald on account of the offensive
At an executive meeting of the International Coun-cmittee and advisory board to meet
ANO THEN A HOME OWNER
of Women, held recently in Paris, woman suffrage and the prominence given them, with other small print at the office of P. F. McCanna, In the
8
page.
look
Many
tonight
on
Innocent
o'clock.
building,
front
at
the
advertisements
Grant
The
topic
discussion.
Finnish
of
was the chief
PROVIDE FOR THE FUTURE
went to the meeting radiant because they Ing "want ads." run down have been found to be lures The secretary says: "It Is urgently
every
should
member
requested
that
Courtesy and attention to
bave Just been enfranchised and they organized .their thrown out for questionable purposes
Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
The Interest naturally attendant upon such an ac attend and every member Is requested
woman suffrage association but two years ago.
Is a pleasure to us.
guests
one
bring
with
new
Idea
at last
' The women of England, Ireland, Scotland, Wa'es, tion by the government against a great newspaper is to
him."
We opened for subscription July 1,
LOCATION
HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
Norway and Sweden have equal political rights with stimulated because of the recent tragedy revallng the
Three Justices of the territorial su a new tenet or monthly payment sav HOLLENBECK
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
men, except the parliamentary suffrage, and all the putrid conditions In certain conspicuous phases of life preme court
are on vacations. Justice ings installment stock; $1 per month
world knows what a determined fight the English women In the city.
Ira A. Abbott Is at his old home In will carry a $200 share.
It is hoped that a sincere and effective moral cm Haverhill, Mass.; Justice Edward
are making to obtain that. The representatives from
Alto a terlet of prepaid invettment New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
Thaw-Whitsensa A. Mann visited relatives and friends stock paying 6 per cent Interest, on
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
Australia and New Zealand have full suffrage sado will follow in the wake of the
open
depotlts
upwards.
and
$100
in
flagrant
are
of
Hon.
are
The
conditions
exist,
Nebraska,
and
Justice
United
and
in
Knnsas
the
Swtzerland
France,
of
and
women
and
The
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
and Mrs. Frank W. Parker are at the
States of Amreica may boast all they please of their violation of law however loosely interpreted.
Hot Springs in the Mogollon section ttock.
It ill becomes a newspaper to be a party to such
greater liberty because they live in republics, but their
We will loan you money to buy or
Justice Mills of Las egas. As
sisters from these other lands tell them that after all state of affairs, and the press, as a body, will regret the Chief
Fo and build you a home at once, if you be
Santa
of
Justice
McFle
soclate
severely
government's
of
necessity
course,
while
the
greatest
priv
government
la
the
a direct voice In one's
Associate Justice Pope of Itoswell are come a stockholder.
ilege, say the friends of female suffrage. Such talk as condemning the publication that caused It.
home.
at
the last sentence sounds very much like a good plea for
Captain Clark M. Carr, who has a The
Building and Loan
XXXXXXXXXXXXXC0OOXXXX000
elatehood.
lumber mill In the Zunl mountains,
and a trading store at Guam, which
of Albuquerque
Association
was the scene of the blowing' up of
Arizona Star: It is leaking out that there are some
Established In 1S88.
Santa Fe train on Friday of last
pretty strong copper companies operating in Arizona
ROOM 19, GRANT BLOCK.
Per Gallon
very
peculiar
incident
a
tells
wtek,
of
chairof
of
will
follow
the
not
bosses
lead
who
the
the
A Jack raV
wreck.
followed
that
the
Special Prfce on Large Orders
of
H.
H.
TILTON,
ChatUnccga Times.
man of the democratic territorial committee. Some
blt was found about twenty feet from
Secretary.
these copper producers are from the stalwart republican
Delivered to any part of the city
the exploded engine, scalded to
XKKXXXXXXXXXKXXXCKXXX)XKXXXKf
Any Information Desired Furnished
etate of Pennsylvania. They are stalwart republicans
tender done, and over Uie carcass
Canada,
reSir
by
premier
of
Macdouuld,
The
lato
John
la
to be benefitted
and can't see how Arizona
was spread a dressing of asparagus
maining under the domination of a handful of chronic one evening was present at a public dinner at which tips, whicu bad Iveen blown from a car
Phone Cola. Red 92.
political pettifoggers, especially when they are of the ho was expected to deliver a rather important speech. of asparagus, that had been the first
Bourbon stripe. No, the copper interests of Arizona In the conviviality of the occasion he forgot the more ser- car on the train and had been blown
will not all stand in with tbo Murphy, Smith, Phoenix ious duty of the evening and when at u late hour he rose to pieces by the explosion.
J. W. Toblu, who will be rememhis speech was l.y no means so luminous as it might
combine.
clerk at the Alvara-dhave been. The reporter, knowing that it would not do bered as a former
LOOKS GOOD TO
J
died at Ijos Angeles tho other day.
The Citizen gives on Its sixth page today the re- to print his notes as they stood, called on Sir John next Tobln
someAlvarado
came
the
to
having
cently passed pure food bill. It Is a rather long bill, in day and told him that he was not quite sure of
thing over a year ago from the east,
as much as it applies to what we eat, drink and use for secured an accurate report. He was Invited to read in hope, that the sunny climate of
tnodicine, as well as what we use for the same purposes over his notn, but he had not got far when Sir John New Mexico would restore his health,
That's what you'll gay when you
for our dumb animals. Every dealer and every purveyor Interrupted him with "That is not what 1 aid." There and seemingly it did. During the sevsee that nice Hule home, all furfor family or public eating house, should read the bill was a pause and Sir John continued, "Let me repeat my eral months he counted the cash at
nished, for $l,3oO; $200 down an4
remarks." He then walked up and down the, room and the big hotel ho seemed gradually to
carefully.
balance $25 a month.
ho
grow
strong. When the El Tovar
delivered a most impressive speech in the hearing of
Canyon, he
Congressman !.crlnier of the Chicago stockyards the amused reporter, who took down very word that fell tel oDeued at the Grand
was called there. The change brought
district is busy explaining to his constituents why be from bis lips. Having thanked Sir Johri for bis cour- a reaction, and ufter fighting tho mal- Embalming
Is Our Specialty
opposed the Heverldge inspection bill. What is the use tesy, he was taking his leave when be was recalled to ady, which was consumption, for sev'
it
fclv
Is
"Young
why
knows,
to
everybody
admonition:
me
this
receive
explaining
man,
and
what
allow
of
eral mouths at tho canyon, he went
necessary, for Lorimer to pretend to account to the peo- you this word of advice. Neer again attempt to report to Los Angeles, where death last week Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Ave.
110 WEST COLD
Colo, phone, Black, 293.
Auto., 152.
a public speaker when you are drunk."
relieved bis Hiffeiings.
ple for bis actions when his masters are satisfied?
rf,
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Gives His Views on Statehood-Ne- w
Mexico Should Give Big Majority

For Joint Statehood.
..
Prince, being In Albuquerque on lesal business
was askel for his views on statehood and the action of New
Mexico at this ime, and he proceeded to give them promptly, as
Hon

L. Bradford

toda

follow!": t

Albuquerque, X. M., July 30..
The Kvenlnjr Citizen, Albuquerque, New Mexico. a. ,
waste cf time to
As to statehood Itself, it seems
Gentlemen:
discuss it, at leapt' by those who hive been its advorntes for
twenty vears
and borne the heat of the campaign for the constitu.
tion in
state is an American institution, where the people have the
and can redress
fundamental republican rlfiht of
their own wrongs; a territory Is a province, where the government
may be god or uad, according to the character of t!ie officials
sent by a distant outside authority to rule over it, and where the
people have no power to redress grievances or reform abuses or
That is the whole matter In a nutshell, and If
check corruption.
any American citizen prerers the latter to the former, arguments
are useless.
Dut there are practical matters of the utmost importance that
demand our best attention, and for that reason I desire to repeat a
suggestion made in a letter which I wrote from New York, and
After a great deal
which was published in Santa Fe last week.
of anxious thought, it seems to me to embody the host plan of action for New Mexicans.
Let us roll up the largest vote possible for statehood tinder the
That shows the wish of the people for
act of congress.
If both territories vote "nye" the question will be settled.
But we all kn: w that the result In Arizona is at least doubtnil.
radically
To meet the contingency of their negative vote, whlcn
nullifies the act of congress, let us elect as delegates to the
tion only those who will pledge themselves, in that case, to meet
as a New Mexico constitutional convention, and formulate a constiwithout
Of course It will be an unofficial body, serving
tution.
pay; but more than half of the states have been admitted with conacts.
Send the constitutions framed without previous enabling
adstitution thus framed to congress with a request for Immediate emmission under it. The legislature w ill be in session and can
v
Our congressional delegate Is a man or
phasize the demand.
and remarkable success.
The people will have shown their desire for admission, given
even under
adverse conditions; the delegates elected by them
will nave adopted a constitution; every conoition will be favorable,s
and I believe tnat we can be admitted before the close of the
on March 4.
BRADFORD PRINCE.
is-.tn-

con-gres-
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AT TRACTION PARK
CAVAN-AUGH'-

S

THE YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
THE
THE HIGH
"CONGO TWINS"
DIVING DOGS, BUT NO "GIRL IN
RED" OR FORTY DEPUTIES,
tne
It was really a" shame to take says
money. That's what everybody
There were all kinds of stunts at
when they speak of the ball game Traction Park, yesterday, for the fans
which took place at Traction Park, who turned out to witness what
was
Mcintosh
yesterday, between the
scheduled as a ball game.
Browns and the St. Elmos, the latter
enThe "Congo Twins' opened
beiug a team made up of Incapaci- tertainment with their gun andthecane
tated Browns, Santa Fe Centrals and twirling exhibition In front of the
Barelas players, the best material of grand stand. Their songs also made
the three aggregations mentioned. good with the crowd,
they, picked
The score 'was only 9 to 0 in favor ot up a nice little bunch and
cf loose, change
the Browns, but it might nave been as a result.
more If rain hadn't stopped the
Then the rain came, leaked through
slaughter.
In the first Inning the the many
noies in the fast trotting
regulars caused the score keeper to grand stand,
and furnished some
chalk up "3," and the second box cn amusement to the crowd
in watching
the score board held the same numer- one another dodge the leaks.
ical decoration at the end of the secAfter the rain let up a little, sevond inning. Of course a couple of eral small boys, leading' between
balloon marks occupied the first two them two dogs, ran under the grand
boxes on the St. Elmos' side or tne stand, and mounted Dr. Carver's old
score lioard. Then It rained. The high diving platform,
their
clouds wept great tears of grief for hands to iae crowd, and waved
sent the dogs
the "dead' ones. But the fans had hurtling tnrougn the air
in their
not this sympathy. They huddled up "famous high dive." The only
thing
In the dry spots in the grand stand lacking to recall former performances
and bemoaned their luck. But most of the kind waa the "Girl in Red" and
of them stayed to see the finish. And forty deputies. The stunt of the kids'
the ball players stayed, too, all ex- dogs caught the audience , which
"Snapper"
Hale, howled with amusement,
cepting
as the dogs
who had retired from the field under howled with terror.
cover of the rain. In thirty minutes
Then, last, but by no means least,
the rain was over and the eun came was the "Village
"
out, but the grounds were very muddy. who, with his megaphone Cavanaugh,
voice, kept
In fact, they were Bloppy, in places. the audience In roars of laughter
It gave the good mud going horse-hider- s his witty puns, and later, after with
the
the best of it, and the Browns game was over, entertained the crowd
had very much the best of it, as the while waiting for
the street cars.
score sheet shows, because they had Cavanaugh
is aim in life
their Mclntoshes" on. Of course the when he gotmissed
away from "the merry
fans will forgive the) writer for this, minstrel men."
but It could not be helped. Mr. Mcintosh was there.
Gallegos pitched
ball for 7,000 FEET OF MAPLE IN
tihe Browns, allowing but five scatterSKATING-RINFLOOR
ed hits, and striking out twelve men.
But two errors are charged to the
Contractor A. V. Tegner has Just
Browns. Pettus did the twirling for
the St. Elmos and was touched up finished Installing a $700 octagon
for eight timely hits, and these were floor In the Elks' ball room, which is
assisted in the score making by seven soon to be converted into a skating
errors. L. Anderson made three at rink. The floor is made of 7,000 feet
fhlrd lase, Saiazar made one at short, of imported maple and Is the finest
D. Anderson made two at second, and as well as the first floor to be laid in
"Billy" Neher made one at first base. Albuquerque by machinery.
The
machine is owued by Mr. Tegner and
Pettus struck out three batters.
:
is capable of doing six men's work
The
Mcintosh Browns Kunz. 1st base; and is the first
machine
McDonald, catcher; Corhan, 3rd base; to be brought to Albuquerque. Mr.
Clancy, short; Orafiam, left field; Or- Weisman, who will nave charge of
tiz, 1st base; Taylor, center field; the new skating rink, thinks that lie
will be ready for business In a couple
Ney, right field.
St. Elmos G. Parsons, catcher; D. of weeks, at the latest.
Anderson, 2nd base; Pettus, pitcher;
I. Anderson, 3rd base; Hale, center
field; Saiazar, short, Neher, 1st base; MRS. KENT WRITES
Cos?rove. center field; Quler, left
TO REV. HARWOOD
Pino took Hale's place after
field.
the second inniiiR.
Mrs. Amelia Kent, of East Orange,
7 8 9
Score
X. J., secretary of the Bureau of Xew
Mcintosh III owns 3 3 (MriM
and Arizona Woman's Home
St. Elmos
...0 0 0 0 t 0 it 4) 0- -0 Mexico
Missionary Society, has writun to Dr.
a son.
I'm plrf.
Harwood as
"The friends of our work at HarDon't Be Backward.
Do not hesitate to ask for a free wood Industrial School for Girls, Asample of Chamberlain's Stomach and lbuquerque, X. M., need to know that
Liver Tablet. We are glad to give Miss Hattie Duncan of Iowa will enthem to anyone who is troubled with ter as superintendent of that Institublliousnesg, constipation, or any dis- tion, August 1. Several other teachers
order of the stomach. Many have been will enter a little later.
"All
concerning
communications
permanently cured by their use. For
supplies and scholarships will be adsale by all ilruasists.
dressed to the bureau's secretary. She
'i'l give Immediate attention to
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
Mrs. Anna Kent, secretary, tiO
S. Clinton street, East Orange, X. J."
Manager Davis, of the Penny Parlor, Slti'i South Second street, anTOO LATE TO
CLARIFY
nounces a change of jirogram. new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whole show for a WAXTKD Girl to help around house.
Inquire 23 North Second street.
penny.
TREATED
KIDS
YEST.ERDAY.

OLD-TIMER- S

Old-tim-

Cut-Up,-

gllt,-edge-

K

line-ups-

floor-layin-
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Extra Special

Cum-mlng-

Carpet Remnants

--

Mlhert Faberl

btiSh;

Railroad

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
and Ranges.!

Agt. CHARTER OAK

PLENTY OF FUN

0

CI1IZEN.

cer. Kingman. Ariz.; T. E. Allen, Prescott, Arlx.;" A. W.- Galpin, Phoenix, WOOL GOING UP IN
Ariz.;' John Noble. Winslow, Ariz.;
O. W. Ilwcher, Kingman, Ariz.; G. I.
CROOK Calhoun, Cananea, Mexico; Mr. and
CENTRAL COLORADO
AJCLEVER
Mrs. 8. Luna, Albuquerque, X. M.; J.
K. Ingram, Yuma, Ariz.; R. e. Daggs,
Prescott, Ariz.; H. J. Smith and wife,
Takes Advantage of All Tech- J. M. i,mith. Jr., Adela Hernandez, Strong IndlcatlonThat Buyers'
We hav on sale a large lot of
Hermoslllo, Mexico; Mifs Mollis
Tempo, Ariz.; J. n. Alexander,
nical and Legal Points
Combination Has Been
M. C. Fish, II. S. Griswold and wife,
Carl T. Smith Earl L. Smith. Phoenix,
of Law.
BroKen.
Ariz.; Mrs. G. H. Evans, Ulsbee, Ariz.;
Mrs. Hartley Foster, Cannnea. MexCASE CONTINUED TILL 4 P. M. ico; E. C. Corry, Bisbee, Ariz.; peter SHEEPMEN AKE REJOICING
Wahner, El Paso, Texas; n.
Roy
Some of them Jutt enough to covsr
and wife. Phoenix, Ariz.; Mr. and
'
a
small bed room or sitting room
G. W. Mosher, the piano tuner, who Mrs. W. B. Kelly, Bisbee. Ariz.
Whether some buyer not connected
Mr.
Mrs.
S.
Luna
are
and
registered
Ingrain,
Brussels
and
at
Axmintter
uerrauded
Albuquerqueans,
three
with the organization is bulling the
Messrs. Davenport Moshner and Gra at the Hollenbeck Hotel, Los
less than actual cost
market, or whether wool is by Its own
ham Brothers, out of IG5. by means
intrinsic value forcing the market upComa In and brl r measurements of
of worthless checks, Issued on the
ward, are questions that are not bothState National bnnk. In which Mosher
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
your
room. We will be able to furgrowers
ering
wool
now.
the
Just
had no funds, was placed on trial for
Yesterday T. V. Godding, a sheep
you with a nice carpet for very
nish
a preliminary examination this afterSpelter.
commission merchant, with office with
noon, at 2 o'clock. In Justice Cralg'i
little money.
St. Louis, Mo., July 3" Spelter, Charles
on
&
Co.,
Chadwlck
court, Sheriff Pcrfecto Armljo having dull; $3.92t4.
'
avenue,
letGold
a
received
arrived from Colorado City, Tex.,
ter from his homo at Rocky Ford,
where Mosher was apprehended, with
Money Market."
Colo., which says that wool has been
the prisoner, last night.
Xew York, July 30. Money on call, going up
there at a rapid rate for the
When tue trial began Mosher show- easier; 2(a2V4 per cent; prime mer
past
days and Is now bringing
ed his familiarity wuh similar cases cantile pnper,
silver, 6776.' from ten
twenty to twenty-thre- e
cents a
by taking advantage of every phase
pound.
Much wool which had been
of tne case in his favor. He demanded
Provisions.
Chicago, III., July ao. Closing quo- stored with the expectation of a
that the warrants be read to him, afdrugged market for months to come,
308-31- 0
ter which he asked that the com- tations:
Ave.,
N. AT.
Is now being placed on the market
plaints in full also be read to him.
Wneat July, 734; Sept., 74.
bought
and
freely
above
stated
at
the
July,
51;
Sept.
Corn
Wlien asked if he were guilty or
50?.
prices.
Oats July, 33; Sept. 32.
not guilty he refused to plead either
This will be encouraging news to
way, saying that he first wished to
September,
Pork
$16. 5.
Mexico wool growers, especially
know whetner It was a misdemeanor
lird July, $8.f.5; Sept. $8.71 . Xew
those who have not yet sold their
Ribs July, $9.00; Sept., $9.05.
case or a felony. When Informed that
spring clip, for if the staple Is going
the Information cnarged him with a
Chicago Live Stock.
up In Colorado It Is bound to do the
felony Mosher stated that he was not
Chicago, 111., July 30. Cattle re- same here. It Is estimated that about
ready for trial, as he wanted time to
ceipts, 30,000; best, steady; others. half of the Xew Mexico crop is yet
secure counsel.
Justice Craig then granted the pris- 10c lower; beeves, $2.53(34.40; cows In the hands of the sheepmen.
oner a continuance until 4 o'clock, and heifers, $1.255.3t; stockers and
feeders, tt.Sofc 4.25; Texans, $4.00
this afternoon. After this was grant- 5.0(i;
OUR BLACK TOM IS DEAD
calves, $5.0iiffi 7.00.
ed,
Mosher approached
Attorney
Sheep
receipts.
20,000; steady;
Clancy, and asked if the latter would
lambs,
.90S5.35;
$1.75
Tom is dead!
advise him in the matter. He said he sheep,
,
It may be, stranger, that you don't
wanted to know what the offense was 7.75.
know who Tom was, but we !:.
and how great the DUnlshment would
Kansas City Live Stock.
be. District Attorney Clancy naturTom was our friend. In la.., he
Kansas
City,
Mo., July 30. Cattle
ally refused to advise him, saying It receipts, 11,000; market, steady to 10c had but one known enemy i,; tac
would look too much like he was tak lower;
native
Bteers, $3.1066.15; world, and that eueuiy. In tho darking advantage of the prisoner.
southern steers, $2.504.50; southern ness of the night, aeeoniplis.u I his
Mosher then left in charge of a cows, $3.00
Colo. Phone Blk 93
Aato. Phone 292
native cows and fell designs on Tom's life las. Might,
deputy sheriff, to secure the infor heifers. $2.00 3.40;
5.50; stoekera and feed- Just as the church bells were ringing
mation he wished whether It was a ers, $2.254.50; bulls, $2.254.00; their evening chimes, and ail the
felony or a misdemeanor tnat lie had calves, $2.506.25;
seemed at peace.
western
fed world
committed. On this question there Is steers, $3.505.85; western
Tom was not a printer, but every
cows,
fed
some variance. Some assert that ac- 12.60
printer In the shop was his friend, for
cording to the territorial laws any
Tom never "boozed," never smoked
Sneep receipts,
5,000;
market,
sum of money less than $30 obtained steady; muttons, $4.25 5.50; lambs, cigarettes, didn't use tobacco in any
by false pretenses la merely a misform, didn't swear, and had only one
range wethers, $4.35
demeanor, while tne district attorney $5.5o7.50;
bad habit staying out late of nights
$3.75; fed ewes, $4.255.00.
charges a felony in the complaint, on
and It wns this one weakness In
each of tfle three cases.
R. Romero, who Is a member of the Tom's life that brougut him to his unMosher obtained $25 from Moshner firm of El Romero & Co., tie contract- timely end.
and Graham Bros, each and $15 from ors and saw millers at Chilli!, Is In
But it was a glorious end, for Tom,
uavenport, and will, no douut, make the city today on business. He re- suddenly attacked, put up a game
a fight to have the complaint changed ports his section
of New Mexico fight, but was outclassed, and finally
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves
to a misdemeanor charge.
building up rapidly and people from went down to defeat with a broken
That he Is an "old timer" at this almost everywhere are coming in, back. He sold this nine lives dearly,
Steel Ranges.
way of obtaining "easy money is taking up homesteads.
He returns to though, as is testified to by the many
made manifest by his familiarity with Chiiill tomorrow.
scars of battle left on his hereditary
enemy, from which the reader may
the laws governing the charge, and
Che fact that he has been guluy ot
Judge that Tom was a cat.
GO. 117 Gold Avenue
Yes, Tom was a cat a print shop
NOTICE TO SUM- the same offense before.
In Flagstaff, Ariz., he defrauded T
cat a tramp, with no place to call
MER WANDERERS.
George W. Black, a saloon man, cut
Have The Evening Citizen for- home but the print shop, In the rear
of $30 in the same manner tut eswarded to your address when V of which, last night, at 23 minutes
Don't DispuU with
Woman,
caped prosecution. He also secured if you go away on your vacation.'
past 8 o'clock, (he met his Waterloo,
$25 there on a $100 check and escaped
If you are now a paid up sub- but at that he had many good qualiEspecially, If she toll a you to rdr
prosecution then bv making good his
ecriber, please let us know when V ties, which "he frequently displayed
sack of
you order the paper forwarded. If during his nine lifetimes.
peculation. In Prescott, Arli., he
EMPRESS FLOUR.
worked the same racket, secured a if and also let us know if you de- comAnd when he tangled in deadly
excuse, (if yen Mhooid tot
no
Make
large amount of money, and was Just V sire It stopped at your home ad- bat with a vicious bull dog, last night,
get the order), that you could not
fixing to flee the town when arrested.
dress. Be careful to give post- there were several on hand to cheer
find It, for every firstrclaas
He got a Jail sentence of eight months 2 ofllce, hotel or street addresB, in 9 him on to victory. What a combat It
froewt
handles EMPRESS. Ton ttIU always
there, which was suspended on con- If all cases.
was, too!
find good bread, good Waculta, goo4
dition that he leave town, which he
Two hereditory foes, seeking each
pastry end moat Important ot all,
willingly agreed to do.
other's lives. "No quarter" was the
good cheer to greet you when yxym
There is ho doubt but what he is
cry from the time the gong rang, and
come home for your dinner. Try It.
attempting to secure the Bame kind
when the smoke of battle ana likeof leniency here, or at least have the
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empress a
wise the fur had cleared away, poor
complaint cut down to a misdemeanor
Tom was found to be In the throes
all ethers.
charge.
of death, with a broken back. 'As
4
an act of humanity his misery was
At o'clock Mosher again appeared
brought to an end with a "side stick"
in court without legal representation
and announced that he would act as
while bis erstwhile friends and backWholesale Agent Albuquerque, N.
ers went down 4he alley to drink, a
his own lawyer, which he did in a
very smooth and skillful manner. In
final can of beer to lifs memory.
Tom Is dead!
the evidence it was brought out that
"Requles-ca- t
In pace.""
both Davenport and Graham Brothers
had cashed checks for the amounts
WANTED EXTRA SALESGIRLS
stated In the complaints, but in the
And Careful Dispensing, go to
complaint of Moshner, the Elite cafe
AT BOATRIGHT'8.
proprietor, It developed that Moshner
The Bosy Little Drog Store
ANNUAL
MEETING OF EAGLES.
had only paid the swindler $7 in cash
for the $25 check, and had given him
at
7
Railroad Avenue
Annual Session, Grand Aerie, Fratwo meal tickets, which were not used.
fiat Goodwin's Great Success
Milwauternal
Order
Eaglet,
of
Mosher was quick to take advantage
kee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
of this and called the court's attenFor tne above occasion the Santa
tion to the fact that the complaint
Fe will sell tickets to Milwaukee for
charged him with obtanlng $25 from
$47.10 for the round trip. Tickets on
Moshner, when according to the evisale August 11. 12 and 13, 1906. Final
dence he had only obtained $7.
limit, August 23.
An Entrancing
a
After the evidence was all in Clancy
Both Telephones,
T. E. PUUDY.
117 Wast Railroad Avenue,
dejustice
asked that the
bind the
Agent A. T., & S. F. Ry.
fendant over to await the action of
IT IS TIME TO SMOKE.
the grand Jury on a felony charge. Amateur Contests
Twenty Year Battle.
Mosher then addressed the court:
batyear
twenty
was
a
In
a
loser
"I
"Your honor," he said, "you have
Friday
Nights tle with chronic piles and malignant
It will be a pleasurable time if a
a territorial statute here which says
I
Bores, until
tried Bucklen's Arnica
Lily cigar la between youx
Wllto
that any amount less than $50 obcurby
Salve; which turned the tide,
teeth, Its aroma titillating your nostained by false pretenses Is but a
ing both, till not a trace remains,"
misdemeanor, and according to the Cash Prize Awarded
Winner writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmvllle, Va.
trils. "Smoke up," but If you cars
evidence the most I obtained from any
BeBt for old Ulcers, Cuts, Burns and
anything about real smoking en)oy
one man was $25, and if the three
25c
Wounds.
at all drueelsts.
nient, light up a fragrant White Lily,
cases were combined I could only be
'
charged with obtaining a total In cash
and call Ufa worth living. Fire cents
PRICES OF ADMISSION. 15 AND
If yoi: want results la advertising
of $47, and two meals on the meal 25 CENTS.
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
each or $2 for a box of fifty.
tickets, which would make $47.50.
Therefore, your honor, I ask that the
felony charge be dismissed, and that
I be found guilty of a misdemeanor,
according to the taw In the matter."
113a WEST RAILROAD AVENUfc
Justice Craig, however, took a different view of the case. He refused
to take Jurisdiction in the matter and
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
liound the defendant over to await
the action of the grand Jury, in the
&
sum of $;iu, stating that as there 'was
a question in his mind whether it was
a felony or a misdemeanor lie would
1JCTTKR NUT
FINK LINK OF
let the grand Jury and the district
1 J READ
court settle the case.
C VICES
The telephone makes the
The telephone preserves your
Mosher then asked a number of
HOme-MadBetter
Than
Always
on Hand.
questions concerning the bond, as to
health, prolongs your Ufa and
duties lighter, the cares leas,
whether bondsmen outside of the terprotects your home.
ritory would be acceptable or not,
and the worries fewer.
AH City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
much familiarly with the procedure in such cases. He did not
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
IN YOUR
HOME
furnish liond today, however, and, was
locked up in the county Jail until
0
such time as he gave oond or the
grand jury took action in his case.

MOSHER EVIDENTLY

PRINCE

EVENING

g

ri09

SneCial Sale of Flmir

BORRADAILE

&

t

..Casino Theater..

Lyllian
Leighton
Stock Co

M. BERGER,

It

For Prompt 'Service,' Cotirteotis Treatment

r onTgh i

it

Wst

The Williams Dt tig Company

'IN MISSOURI'

THE BLUE FRONT

Melo-Dram-

0000C0000000000
FRENCH BAKERY
STEVENS

"

BOWYER,

Proprietors

A,

J.

RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

P. M. DAVIS

AT THE HOLLE.NBECK

The following residents of Xew
Mexico and vicinity have been guests
at the Holbnbeck
Hotel,
s, recently:
H. P. Owen and wife. Albuquerque,
X.
E. 1. KiecKer, 1 ucson, Ariz.;
T. Evans and wife,
Mexico;
C. W. Goodman, Phoenix, Ariz.; J. W.
iMtnlap, El Pas. Texas; I.ouls A. Or
tiz, Albuquerque, ... M.; O. T. Kuen-- I

Is

s

An-St'- li

Agent For

The

Mills Novelty Company

All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusement nickel an.l penny machines, trade .product tv, money machines;
large profits on small Investments.
invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216
South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
inve-tigaMo-

stock fIHigh Grade Flour purchased
fr0m Clark
Co. at Less than cost,
to make room for our immense stock of HayvilleProduce
Grain.jYou can make money by
and
good
purchasing a
supply of this Flour. Buy now, as stock is limited and won't
last long at the price.
E. VJ. FEE, 602-60- 4
South First St.
Both Phones
th.e

o-eoo-

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

i

20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

i

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND

I

oooo

CLUB ROOM

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and iron. Send your
y
S'liln. Waif's and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them
and will deliver them to you la a nice box they will not be
cor-roetl-

crubhed or wrlnklt!. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Pottofflce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 149.

Imperial Laundry Co.

ALBUQUERQUE
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The BEST

THE NATIONAL PURE FOOD

of all Lfimmesals

BILL AS IT WAS PASSED BY

The Last Congress and Will Go Into
fect on the First Day of
Next January.

TwemitySijtiklh Annwall

Ef-

in Use For Over 60 Years

NEW

IT 13 A QVICIC HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CITS

EXICASM

AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

LET DEALERS AND BUYERS READ IT

DEEP-SEATE-

ERSt

fk

(J H A

R

ALBUQUERQUE

7th to 22nd, 1906.

September

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

of-h- e

1

'

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century.
but nothing like this

pn

Reduced Rates
J on all Railroads

.

r

.

E

n

I
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.
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or-for- -
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Hagan's
Magnolia
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MEXICAN
i MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
EXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN

MUSTANft
1 LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

CURES QHCK BECAUSE
IT FENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THISOLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.
D

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
23c., 50c. and $1 a BOTTLE.
HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE &; HARNESS SORES.
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
FAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
GREATEST EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

The TOOR MAN S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.
POSITIVELY Cures FILES
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION. STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.
A FEW DROPS,
A FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.
YOU COULD N'T BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.

Y'OU

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND TOULTRY.
CURES SORE THROAT.

PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
HALF GLASSFUL OF

A

WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.
PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS

THEIK

NEED

IT

ON

WOlvIC BENCH.

FOR PAIN'S, ACHES
SOKE MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD.
RUB IT IN WELL

oco&ofrfl
The LINIMENT of oun
o

oocv0o orcicx

Forefathers.

j

Balm

out-iei-

L NIM ENT

1!

States without delay, for. the enforce
ment of the penultles as In such case
herein provided.
Sec. o. That the term "drug" as
used in this act, shall Include all medicines and preparations recognized In
the United States pharmacopoeia or
national formulary for Internal or external use, and any substance or mixture or substances Intended to be used
Be It enacted by the senate and for tne cure, mitigation or prevention
house of representauves of the United of diseases of either man or other aniStates of America in congress assem- mals. The term "food," as used herebled: That. It shall be unlawful for in, shall include all articles used for
any person to manufacture within any food, drink, confectionery, or conditerritory or the District of Columbia ment by man or other animals,
1
any article ci food or drug, which Is whether simple, mixed or compound.
adulterated or misbranded, withing
Sec. 7. That for the purposes of
the meaning of this act; and any peract an article shall be deemed to
son who shall violate any of the pro- this
be adulterated:
visions of this section shall be guilty
In case of drugs:
of a misdemeanor, ana for each
First If when a drug is sold under
fined not to exceed five Hundred or by a name recognized In the United
tense shall, upon conviction thereof,
States pharmacopoeia or national forManeuvers by United States Troops,
dollars, or shall be sentenced to one mulary, u differs from the standard
2:18 Pace Surburo's Grain Plug Cut To- year's Imprisonment, or both such fine of strength, quality or purity, as deBaby Show.
$1,000.00.
Stake,
bacco
ot
and Imprisonment, In the discretion oftermined by tne test laid down In
Jersey
Stock Show.
subsequent
$1,000.00.
Stake,
Carnation
Cream
2:20
Trot
each
for
court,
and
the
or
be the United States pharmacopoeiatime
Poultry Exhibit.
fense and conviction tnereof, shall do2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
official at the
formulary
national
fined not less than one thousand
Provided, That no
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
of investigation:
Trades Display.
llars or sentenced to one year's im- drug defined in the United States
Wagon
$1,000.00.
Stake,
Pace
2:09
and
Mitchell
fine
Flower Parade.
such
both,
or
prisonment,
pharmacopoeia or national formulary
imprisonment. In the discretion of the shall be deemed to be adulterated un$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
Montezuma Ball.
der this provision If the standard of
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Carnival
attractions, with 20 shows on the
Into
Introduction
Sec. 2. That the
strength. Quality or purity be plainly
streets
carnival
alt the time.
Races.
Relay
District
or
the
territory,
any state or
stated upon the bottle, box or other
Half-Mll- e
DOING ALL THE TIME.
SOMETHING
Race.
Ladles'
of Columbia tr0
although
standtnereof,
the
container
nL
r
inmbla
"
lerritory or iu.
i
or ship- - ard may differ from that determined
or from any foreign country
laid down In the - United
test
the
or
country
sni
mv foreien
nont
States pharmacopoeia or national
f tnnA nr druza which Is adul formulary.
the
within
misbranded,
terated or
If Its strengtn or purity
meaning of this .act, is hereby pro- fallSecond
beneath toe professed standard or
nerBOul WhO Shall
m.uj. onA nnv fihinment
from any quality under which It 18 sold.
fnr
In the case of confectionery:
District of
state or territory or thestate
or the
If It contains terra alba, barytes,
Columbia to any other
foreign talc, chrome yellow, or other mineral
District of Columbia, or to a
country, or who shall receive in any substance or poisonous color or flavor
-i territory or the District of- or other ingredients deleterious or
state or ter- detrimental to health, or any vinous,
Columbia from any other Columbia,
cr malt or spirituous liquor or compound
ritory or the District of
re- foreign country, and having so un-- or narcotic . drug,
In the case of tooi.
celved. shall deliver, Inpayoriginal
or other- First If any substance has been
broken packages, for
any
other
mxe,i an(j packed with it so as to
wise, or offer to deliver to
any such article so adulterated duce or iower or injuriously affect its
meaning
cl
quaiity or strength,
"or misbranded within the
shall sell
Second If any substance has been
this act, or any person whoDistrict
of
aubstltuted wholly or in part for the adulterated or misbranded in the fol article Is condemned as being adul- ed to be the act, omission or failure
or offer for sale In the
the
ot
artcie.
Columbia or the territories
lowing cases:
terated or misbranded, or of a pois- of such corporation, company, society,
or
Third If any valuable constituent
United States any such adulterated
onous
or deleterious character, within or association as well as that of the
or
case
mixtures
cf
In
export
First
the
or
article has been wholly or In compounds which may be now-onilsbranded foods or drugs, or
any parttheabstracted.
from the meaning of this act, the same person.
to
same
export,
the
to
offer
or
Sec. ii. That this act shall be In
as ar- shall be disposed of by destruction or
Fourth If it be mixed, colored, time to time hereafter known
foreign country, shall he guilty of a
of food, under their own distinc- sale, as the said court may direct, force and efect from and after the
misdemeanor, and for sucn offense powdered, coated, or stained In a ticlesnames,
and not an imitation of or and the proceeds thereof, if sold, less first day of January, nineteen hundred
manner whereby damage or inferior-dollar- s tive
be fined not exceeding two hundred
offered for sale tinder the distinctive the legal costs and charges, shall be and seven.
j8 concealed.
ity
for the first offense, and upon
paid Into the treasury of the United
of- Fifth If it contains any added pols- - name of another article, if the name States, but such goods shall not be
conviction for each subsequent dolSTRUCK ON HEAD
in- - be accompanied ion the same label or
hundred
exceeding
uree
onona
other
deleterious
not
added
or
hiiu
any Jurlsriction contrary to the
exceeding
- brand with a statement of the place sold in
arnot
may
gredient
Imprisoned
such
render
which
be
or
lars
provisions of this act or' the laws of
WITH BIG STONE
Provided, where said article has been manufac- that Jurisdiction:
one year, or both. In tne ciscreuuu tu tide Injurious to health:
Provided, however.
Trnvlded. That no article That when an the nrenaration of food tured or produced.
k .nniii-- t
upon the payment of the costs
Second In the case of articles lab- That
shall he deemed misbranded or adul- products for shipment they are pre- OF
PEACE OTERO
of such libel proceedings and the ex
- eled, branded or tagged so as to plain
this
of
approvisions
application
any
by
served
external
within
the
TOWN
terated
TRUSTEE
ASSAULTS
delivery of a good and
any
- ly indicate that they are compounds, ecution and
export
to
preservpie&
manner
in
such
the
for
that
Intended
act when
BARBER UNEXPECTEDLY.
sufficient bond to the effect that such
forelgn country and prepared and ative is necessarily removed mechan- - imitaltlons, or blends, and the word articles shall not be sold or otherwise
E. Barber, one of the trustees of the
accord in z io the specifications ically. cr bv maceration in water, or "compound," "imitation," or "blends," disposed of contrary to the provisions
as the case may be, Is plainly stated
town of Las Vegas, was cowardly as
or directions of the foreign purchaser otherwise, an(j directions for the
any
state,
ot
the
act,
or
laws
this
of
no substance is used in the m0val of said preservative shall be on the package In which It Is offered territory, district, or insular possess- saulted In front of his place of busion the coverlne or the rvack for sale: Provided, That the term
Tiranorni.nn nr nacklne thereof in con- may by order direct that ness Thursday nieiit. at about 8:15 I
age, the provisions of this act shall blend as used herein shall be con- ion, tne court
fllot witn the laws of the foreign
be
delivered to the owner o'clock, by Dionicio Otero, a former
articles
such
country to which said article Is in- - De construed as applying only when strued to mean a mixture of like sub- thereof. The proceedings of such justice of the peace, without provocaar- said products are ready for consump- - stances, not excluding harmless color.tended to be shipped; .t if said
cases shall conform, as near as tion, says the Optic.
ing or flavored Ingredients used for libel
offered tlon.
Darner's version of the affair is as
ticle sua.1 be In fact sold orconsumpmay
be,
to the proceedings In admirSixth If it consists in whole or in the .purpose of coloring and flavoring alty, except
follows:
. for Bale for domestic use or
demay
party
that
either
tinn then this nrovlsa shall not ex- - part of a filthy, decomposed or nutrld only: And provided further, That mand trial by Jury of any issue of
Struck With a Rock.
empt said artide from the operation animal or vegetable substance, or any nothing in this act shall be con- fact joined In any such case, and all . ."I was standing in front of Buffalo
pro
of any of the other provisions of this portion of an animal unfit for food, strued as requiring or compelling
proceedings snail be at the suit Hall, gazing across toward the plaza
whether manufactured or not. or If It prietors or manufacturers of proprie such
nr.
ot
in the name of the United at a little aiter 8 o'clock, when I
and
Sec. 3. That the secretary of the a the product of a diseased animal, or tary foods which contain no unwhoto States.
noticed Otero coming up the street.
I was standing
treasury, the secretary of agriculture one that has died otherwise than by some added ingredient to disclose
He approached me.
Sec. 11. Tne secretary of the treas- at one side of the dcor, and thought
their trade formulas, except in so far
and the secretary of commerce and slaughter.
gee. 8. That the term "misbranded" as the provisions of this act may re ury shall deliver to the secretary of Otero was going to enter my place of
labor shall make uniform rules andapply To all quire to secure freedom from adulter agriculture, upon his request from business, but when the latter ascend. regulations for carrying out tne pro- aa U8ed herein, shall
time to time, samples of foods and ed the steps he struck me a vicious
visions of this act, including the col- - drugs, or articles of food, or article ation or misbranding.
Sec. 9. That no dealer shall be drugs wnlch are being imported into blow on the head with a big rock. I
of specimens which enter into the composition of
. lection and examination
of foods and drugs manufactured or- food, the pacKage or label of which prosecuted under the provisions guarof the United States, or offered for im- was badly dazed and almost knocked
port, giving notice thereof to the unconscious.
offered for sale In t'ae District of Co- shall bear any statement, design or his act when he can establish a
. lumbla,
or In any territory of the- device regarding such article, or the anty signed by the wholesaler, jobber, owner or consignee, who may appear
"Otero men began to rain blows
United States, er which shall be of- Ingredients or substances contained manufacturer or other party residing before the secretary of agriculture, upon my face, and being stunned, I
right
testiStates,
whom
have
to
from
and
United
Introduce
packages
the
the
therein which shall be false or mlsfered for sale In unbroken
could do nothing. My assailant grab
ln any state other than that In which leading in any particular, ana to any he purchases said articles, to the ef mony, and If It appear from the ex- bed me by the vest as I began to reany
fect,
not
samples
same
such
is
amination
respectively
adulterated
the
of
that
that
food cr drug product which is falsely
cover myself and ward off the blows.
they shall have been
manufactured or produced, or which branded as to the state,' territory or or misbranded within tho meaningguarof article of food or drug offered to be He threw me to the Bldewalk and
imported
It.
Is
Said
designating
act,
any
United
his
foreign
the
into
States
country in which It is manufactured
shall ie received from
then resumed his attack upon me.
anty, to afford protection, shall con- - adulterated or misbranded within the
country, or Intended for shipment to or produced.
Mr. Barber called loudly for the
party
Is
meaning
act,
name
or
of
may
the
otherwise
this
address
of
aln
be
and
the
That for the purposes of this act
anv foreien country, or which
and help, and wnen people came
ar
dangerous
Bale
making
of
people
such
health
iby
parties
or
of
the
to the
the
the an article shall also be deemed to be
running to his aid, Otero escaped
submitted for examination
case
or
Is
such
in
such
dealer,
of
of
kind
to
a
United
States,
and
ticles
the
chief health, food, r drug officer of misbranded:
Mr. Barber was a bloody spectacle
said party cr parties shall be amen forbidden entry into, or forbidden to after the assault. Blood was running
In case of drugs:
any state, territory or the District of
and
sjld
prosecutions,
or
fines
be
the
in
restricted
sale in
First If It be an imitation of or of- able to the
.Columbia, or at any domestic
down his face from the gash cn tue
elgn port through which such product fered for sale under the name of au other penalities which would attach, country in which it Is made or from top of his head end one eye was rapcourse,
In
Is
It
to
exported,
under
which
the
or is otherwise idly swelling shut. An officer was
due
the dealer
la offered for Interstate commerce, or rotner article.
falsely labeled in any respect, the sent to apprehend his assailant, and
of this act.
for export or Import between thel Second. If the contents of the provisions
any
food,
10.
Baid
Sec.
be
shall
That
article of
article
refused admis- Otero was finally located and placed
United St.at.es and any foreign port or package as originally put up shall
have been removed, In whole or in drug or liquor that is adulterated or sion, and the secretary of the treas- in jail, out in some manner ue se
country.
ury
meaning
ot
delivery
shall refuse
this
to the con- cured his liberty today and is on the
Sec. 4. That the examination of iart, and other contents shall have misbranded within the
specimens of foods and drugs shall be been placed in such package, or it the act, and is being transported from one signee and shall cause the destruction streets. . A warrant will be sworn out
. made
in the bureau ot chemistry of package fail to bear a statement on state, territory, district, or Insular of any goods refused delivery which against him, and It is Mr. Barber's
hav shall not be exported by the consignee Intention to charge bim with assault
the department of agriculture, or un- - the label of the quantity or propor- - possession to another for sale, or
supervision of won ot any alcohol, morphine, opium, ing been transported, remains unload- within three months from the date with intent to kill.
i.er the direction or purpose
of de- - cocaine, heroin, alpha or 'beta eucane. ed, unsold, or in original unbroken 'Of notice of such refusal under such
'such bureau, for the
Forced to Reilan
termining from such examinations chloroform, cannabis lndlca, chloral package, or if it be sold or offered for regulations as the secretary of the
Otero was recently forced to resign
treasury
may
or
prescribe:
Provided, his position as Justice of the peace on
whether such articles are adulterated hydrate or acetanllide, or any deriva- - sale in the District of Columbia
or niUoranded within the meaning of tive or preparation of any such sub' he territories, or Insular possessions 1 hat ihe secretary of the treasury the west side, by Mr. Barber, who
im
may
of the United States, or If It be
deliver to the consignee such preferred charges against him for at
this act; and if it shall appear from stances contained therein.
ported from a foreign country for sale, goods passing examination and decis- tempting to rob two young
In the case of food:
any such examination that any ot such
boys of
export
ion
to a for
in uie matter on execution of a
First If it be an imitation of or of or If It is inteuded for
specimens is adulterated or mlsbrand- ed within the meaning of the act the
fered for sale under the distinctive eign country, shall le liable to be
"i lue lun .rauld trial, as the money was taken
proceeded against In any district invoice value of such goods, together from
secretary of agriculture shall cause tame of another article.
the youn men
d no ent
Second If it be laleled or branded court of the United States within the with the duty thereon, and on refusal or a complaint sworn to. Since then.
notice thereof to be given to the
party from whom such sample was ob- - so as to deceive or mislead the pur district where the same is found, and
Otero has been laying for
"
"".8"
. talned.
lUD the man who was the cause of bis re
Any party
j notified shall chaser, or purport to be a foreign pro- seized for confiscation by a process
Z , V
V
:
be given an opportunity to be heard, I duct when not so, or if the contents of libel for condemnation. And if such w.ou.,, W kuru utrmuTO, 1U1 IUU pur-- , moval frolll CfflCe.
eoi exciumuK ...em irom tnecoun- - The atUck
under such rule and regulations as of the package as originally put un
Mr.
unexpected.
.ry or .or aojjr uer purpose, said con- - Barber
may be prescribed aforesaid, and if it shall have been removed In whole or
i n,.it
n,l Otero
n
on w
signee
shall forfeit the full amount of
appears that any ot the provisions of In part and otner contents shall have
. this
act have been violated by such been placed in such package, or If it
A,nd
of being something of a scrapper,
n6
charges
cartage, ThaJin
party, then the secretary of agrlcul- - fall to bear a statement on the label
labor on goods which are refused ad
lure shall at once certify the facts to of the quantity or proportion of an
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
mission or delivery shall oe paid by
States dlstrct at-- morphine, opium, cocaine, heroin, al
'the proper United
the owner or consignee, and In default
torney, with a copy of the Tesults of pha or beta eucan, chloroform, can
The undersigned Is prepared to
of such payment shall constitute a
the analysis cf the examination ot nablg indica. chloral hydrate, or acet
lien against any future importation make trips to and from the celebrat
such article duly authenticated by the anllide, or any derivative or prepara
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any in
made by such owner or consignee.
ed
analyst or officer making such exam tlon of any of such substances con
formntlnn toslrAd pun hA secured
inatlon, under the oath of Buch officer. tained tnereln.
Sec. 12. That the term "territory" from George H.
Moore. No. 113 West
Third If In pacakge form, and th
After Judgment of the court, notice
as used in this act shall uieiu.iu Lie Ha rrvAH
avonna
shall be given by publication in such contents are stated in terms of takes away that tired look
insular possessions of the United
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
manner as may be prescribed by the weight or measure, thty are not plain
States. The word "person" as used
ly and correctly stated on the outbid
from a lady's fcice after the house-wor- k
rules and regulations aforesaid.
in iuis act suau ue construed to lm
Old Chronic sores.
Sec. 6. That it shall be the duty or the package.
the singular.
is done. C.ivm W rnninli-xina refined l,orttVluboth the plural and
As a dressing for old chronic sores
o. r ,4 oVi.ill
of each district attorney to whom the
rourtn ir tne package containing
static .lumamlii
U UlUUUOl nuui suuu 1nnl,l..
lllUC there is nothing so good as Chamber
Jill
secretary of agriculture shall report It or it a la,ll shall bear any stat glow and velvety smoothness which
corporations, companies, societies and Iain's Salve. While It is not advisable
any violation ct this act, or to whom ineiit, design or device regarding the
When construing and to
detection.
It is not a cosmetic, but associations.
old sores entirely, tbey should
any heali-- n or food or drug officer or ingredients or the substances c'tital
enforcmg the provisions of this act, uo heat
kept in good condition, for which
agent of any state, territory or the ed therein, which statement, design or a delightfully cleansing and beautifying ...e n, omission or la.iure ot any or- - this
salve is especially valuable. For
District of Columbia shall present sat- uevjee shall I. false or misleading
liquid which works with Nature to put fleer, agent, or other person acting for gore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has
,
isfactory evidence of any such viola-tlon- any particular: provided, That an a
...
r
no superior.
jr.. u, oujr vui hjimiuii,
For sale by all drug
or cause appropriate proceedings tide of food which does not contal a woman's face at its best.
or 03k iui ion, wituin gists.
ii'u.ij,
to be commenced and prosecuted in ai;y added poisonous or deleterious I
the scope of his employment or of- u
shall not be deemed to be
nee, suau in every case be also deem- .the proper courts cf the United gredu-ntA Citizen Want ad does the work
An act for preventing the manufacture, gale or transportation of adulterated or misbranded or poisonous
foods, drugs, . medl-cint- s
"or"deletrlous
and for regulating
liquors,
and
traffic therein, and for other purposes.
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FREELY AND RUB HARD.
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MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

My merchant

tailoring shop Is

up-

stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, whete I solicit the patronage of

the public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
first-clas-

O. BAMBINL

Try a Citizen Want ad.

s,

Modest Claims Often Carry Wis Most
Conviction.
When Maxim, the famous gun Inventor, placed nls gun before & committee of Judges, he stated Its carrying power to be much below what ha
felt sure the gun would accomplish.
The re8ultof the trial therefore was
a great surprise, instead of disappointment. It la the same with tha
manufacta.e of Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera end Diarrhoea .Remedy. They,
do not pubucly toait of all this remedy will accomplish, but prefer to let
the users make the statements. What
they do claim is that it will positively
cure diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In the
stomach and bowels, and has never
been known to fail. For sale by all
druggists.

ALBUQUERQUE

)NDAY, JULY 30, 1906.

SATURDAY'S

During the summer months Is
a good refrigerator, one that
really preserves things, and
does not require much Ice,
either. All these, and other essentials, are found In the
BALDWIN

DRY AIR

REFRIGERATORS.
Can and let us show you Its
advantages.

J. D. EMMONS
The FURNITURE MAN
Corner Second strset and Coal avenue.
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enva Pnolnaar
James R. Thompson was taking an
enforced lay-ofor several days the
past week from his duties by a severe
attack of stomach trouble. He has
recovered so far as to be able to return to his work.
a a a
hflpless railroad lab. An ignorant,
orer, one of the kind many of which
are being shipped into the country
just now, stood on the local station
platform this morning, the object of
....,.. ,
.
WnitnTTio

Vnn-- a

ff

i

:

.

.

1

:

l

had been disabled by a landslide at
VVinslow. and a comrade had brought
him to the local hospital. "Get out
of the way." said an exprt-shustler,
as he lore down on the belpless native, drawing a heavy truck. The bystanders Interceded and the truck
was swerved to one side, sufficient to
bartiy miss the sick man. who staggered painfully out of the way the
best he could.
s

H. S. I.utz, for a number of years

the efficient agent of the Santa Fe

,
i

Railway system in Santa Fe. and for
a while in Albuquerque, Is at Berkeley,
Calif., where it is understood he has

SOME

GAMES.

National League,

At New York
n. H.. E.
CinclnnotI
1
New York
2 4 1
Batteries: Ewlng, Schlel and Livingston; Ames and Bresnahan.
At Brooklyn
R. H.E.
Brooklyn
5 9 4
St. Louis
2 4 2
Batteries: Beebe and Grady; Mc.
Intyre and Bergen.
At Boston
R. H. E.
Chicago
8 11 2
Boston
0 7 3
Batteries: Brown and Kline: Doner
and O'Neill.

in

CLAIMS

This Stronsf

PAID BY THE

Guarantee

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Go.
C. W. Whitney
W. R. Fisher .

Joe Schmut

J. K. Hartllne ...
George Konlg ....
John Clark
M. RIney
E..H. Fryant
A. W. Douglas ...
Bob. B. Blandin . .
Fred Nuanes
Conrad Stumpf . . .

I3M0.OO.. Total disability;

WITH EVERY VEHK
CLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
means of defective (
material or workman- hip will be mad good
without expense to thai
owner, Irrespective of.

Con. Engr., Belen.

wuu.w.. Death; Engineer, San Marclal,

98.75.. Accident; Brewer, Albuquerque.
90.00.. Typhoid; R. H. foreman, Gallup.
50.00. .Accident; Pumper, Gallup.
1300.00.. Death; Laborer, Santa Rita. 60.00.. Pleurisy; Mine Supt., Santa Rita.
30.00. .Accident;
Engineer, Albuquerque.
114.28.. Typhoid; Tel. operator, Albuquerque
.45.70.. Typhoid;
Machinist, Albuquerque.
22.60.. Typhoid; Car repairer, Barelaa.
2,017.10. .Death; Sec. foreman, Albuquerque.

niiiy protects you as 10 quaiuy. a 10 prices, you can't beat ours on taa
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

American League.
Cleveland
4 D 4
New York
6 12 3
Batteries: Townsend, Rhoades and
Buelow; Chesebro and Kleinow.
At Detroit
R. H.E.
Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Detroit
2 10 0
Philadelphia
8 11 1
Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.
Auto. Phone 730
Batteries: Donovan, Eubanks and
Schmidt; Bender and Schreck.
At St. Louis
R. H.E.
St. Louis
5 9 0
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
DICTATOR
1
Boston
7 3
Batteries:
Pelty and O'Connor;
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSGlax ead Peterson.
MAN WHO ENGINEERED DISMISFER STABLES.
At Chicago: Chicago-WashingtSAL OF DOUMA MAY BE REAL Horses and Mules Bought and Exgame postponed on account of rain.
BOSS OF RUSSIA.
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN" THE OITY
Wsstern League.
Second Street, between Railroad and
At Siou City
R. H.E.
Copper Avenue.
Sioux City
12 18 6
r
j
Pueblo
2 7 3
ELITE CAFE
Batteries: Corbett and Hess; Minor
and Rennlcker.
At Omaha
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
R. H.E.
Omaha
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
.
l 8 10
Denver
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
7 11 1
Batteries: Sawyer, Dodge, McNeel-e- y
and Oonding; Wright, Paige and
Zalusky.
At Lincoln
r. h. E.
J STEAM CARPET CLEANING
Lincoln
0 5 6
THORNTON Th Clmmnmr
Des Moines
5 13 1
Clean everything.
He Is the
Batteries: Zackert and Zinran;
Moving, pack- - :
Furniture Man.
Miller and Dexter.
Ing and shipping, unpacking and 2
setting up, and Is no upstart at Y
American Association.
the business. There Is no other
At Kansas City-Ka- nsas
Just Thornton. Both "Phones. 0
City
8
4
737 8outh Walter
Milwaukee
.
7
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis
0
Toledo
12
At Columbus-Colum- bus
CRAJt- - Dutr ffrr-n- . a r
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
" 1
Louisville
BRUSHES.
6
It Is asserted In St. Petersburg that
Leather,
At St. Paul
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
St. Paul
g the plan to create an advisory council Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc
Pat
Minneapolis
,
4 in Russia is for the purpose of paving mettd Roof Paint; lasts five years and
way
a
the
for
to
stops
Bteer
dictator
the
game
leaks.
paid
Second
Caen
for Hides and
government through the
present Pelts.
St. Paul
9
crisis.
Minneapolis
403
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
7
Grand Duke Nicholas, who Is responsible
for
dismissal
the
of
the
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
THIRD STREET
douma, is slated for the Job.
Nicholas,
who
grandson
a
is
of
American League.
At St. Louis
R. H.E. Nicholas I, and the third Nicholas in
direct line. Is second cousin of the
St. Louis
8 15. 6
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
czar. He is 60 years of age.
Boston
5 8 2
Steam Sausage Factory,
Batteries: Howell, acobsen and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Sepncer; Tannehill, Young and
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street
(Homestead
No.
C263.)
Entry
At Chicago
r; h. E. Department of the Interior, Land Ofmcago
5 9 3
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July
rnr.Ky
uamufilUll
3
17, 1906.
Batteries:
Walsh and Sullivan:
THE CELEBRATED
Notice Is hereby given that the folSmith and Wakefield.
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
Western League.
in support 01 his claim, and that said
At Sioux City
R. H.E. proof will he made
before the probate
Sioux City
s
1
...,4
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
Pueblo
2 9 2 September 6, 1906,
viz.:
Batteries: Jarrott and Freese;
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of Albu
Morgan and Renlcker.
querque, Bernalillo eounty, New Mex
Second Game
R. H.E. ico, tor the ne
SE14, Section 10;
Sioux City
11 13 2 NW4 SWU, Section 11, TownBhip 10
Bottled In Bond.
Pueblo
8 10 4 north, Range 6 east.
At Omaha
E.
r.
h.
He names the following witnesses
Omaha
1 6 4 to prove his continuous residence upon
Denver
5 3 and cultivation of said land, viz.:
.. .0
Second Game
R. H.E.
Pilar Trujlllo, Francisco Olguln. Da- Distillers.
Omaha
7 10 3 rio Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, all of
Denver
4 9 2 carpenter, new Mexico.
FRANKFORT, KY.
Batteries: Dodge and Rogers; Paige
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Engle and Zalusky.
Register.
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
MELINI & EAKIN
Des Moines
5 9 1
Lincoln
4 10 6
Sole Agents.
Batteries: Glllen, Manske and
Albuquerque,
N. M.
and CURE
Towne; McKay and Zinran.
LUNC8
Automatic Phone, 199.
American Association.
WITH
At Columbus
Columbus
0
Louisville
;
1
PIONEER BAKERY
At Kansas City
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Kansas City
4
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
0NSUMPT10I
Price
Milwaukee
3
OUGHS and
B0c
11.00
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
At Toledo
0L0S
Fret Trial.
Toledo
11
We desire patronage and we guarIndianapolis
6
Surest and Quickest Ours for all
antee first class baking.
At Minneapolis
THROAT and LTJNO TROUB207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
Minneapolis
LES, or MONEY BACK.
1
St. Paul
9
TOTI A OR

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST 8TREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

i.

m.
MALL, fropHior
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; laattlai.
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa freate let
Buildings.
Hmpmtr
it Mining mnd mill Machinery m Bpeolmlt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqaertse, Ji,

on

RIO GRANDE LUMBER

r

Gt nral Bgilding Sgpplfes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette
Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

1

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

f

xxxxxxxxxx
Sti-M- t.

ft quality
and price ia

Thos. F. Keleher

Meat Market

what
70a
want, we
ask

that you give
us a chance
to figure wita
you.

J.

KORBER

O. F.
WHISKEY
O.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

KILLthe COUGH

thi

Dr. King's

Nov

API

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
Se the picnic baskets In the Mcln.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
tosh Hardware company's display Room 5, Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
window.
Automatic Telephone. 174.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
7

B. RUPP

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE-NU- E,
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

F. G. PRATT

j j j j

SCREEN TIME
here.

la

Door

and

.

Window

acresns made to order.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

moocxxxxxxxxxxxxyocccGocccm

Staple and Fancy

W. E. IVIAUGER

Groceries.
Hillsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

1

Kxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoom

& CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.

VJOOL

Best on

with Mauger & Avery, Boston

Free Dellyery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

Office, 115 North

First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

L, H, SHOEMAKER

FIRS INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

T A. Lucero

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, Sout
Third etreet.

Discovery

B. A. SLEYSTER

CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerqne

PRESCRIPTIONS

CP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WEST SILVER AVE.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

8TRONQ BLOCS.

nn.Ci

Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

&

WE FILL

Arm-brust-

-

CCX

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Kallroa4

UNDERTAKERS

avenue.

M.
Superintendents

Falrriew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

1

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, ana
All Kinds of Fresh Meet.
800 North Broadway, corner ot Wat
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. ML

N. Second St, Both Phones,

NORTH THIRD STREET.

o

2ss "up
im
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

a
a
V. L. onyder. yard officer

for the
Santa Fe railroad, at I.as Vegas, left
for a visit of a week or ten days at
his old home at Kansas City. Mr.
fijutT iuuk i.:ie piui-- ui oiucer I
who was stricken with paralysis.
A. Mr. Aken of Raton Is at Las Vegas
to relieve Snyder until his return,

PAGE SEVEN.

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

Both 'phones.

accepted
similar posltfcn with the
Santa Fe railway system. When Mr.
Lutz left for the California coast in
company with his daughter, Edna,
GEROUS CROSSING
aliout ten days ago, It was thought
that he was simply on a trip for rest
IN LAS VEGAS and recreation. It Is now said under
reliable authority that he has obtained
a transfer to Berekeley. Mrs. Lutz
is expected to join her husband shortDRIVER AND ONE OF THE HORSES ly after August
1, and will be accompanied by their two children now with
VICTIMS OF SANTA FE
her.
SWITCH ENGINE.
a
AMUSEMENT HALL FOR
I.
SANTA FE EMPLOYES.
The Santa Fe Railway company Is
Juan Aguilar, a native, who lives in
many
making
improvements in Raton,
the Los Ccnchos settlement, was almost instantly killed at 10 o'clock says the Range. The Harvey lunch
room,
years ego was
Saturday morning, and Munro Sena,
which twenty-fiv"who sat beside him In his wagon, one of tne best paying and biggest
narrowly escaped death In a collision Institutions on the line, but which has
with Santa Fe switch engine No. 1012, for years been vacant, is being transon Coor's crossing, the Intersection formed into a club and an amuseof Main street and the Santa Fe ment nail for the employes of the
A billiard and pool room,
l tracks, says the Las Vegas Optic. railroad.
Sena's almost miraculous escape Is a bowling alley, reading and smoking
i due perhaps
to the fact that Aguilar rooms, with a pretty little cafe, aiW
was struck first. He sustained only being put in, and the place will be
a slight Injury to his foot and a Be-- ! repapered and refitted, the outside of
vere shaking up. Aguilar lived a few the building will be treated to a new
minutes after the accident and then coat of paint and the lucky Santa Fe
breathed his last. Dr. Smith, who employes will have one cf the prettiest little clubs in New Mexico.
was called, pronounced life extinct.
a a a
Aguilars' body was removed to the
borne of Sena, across the Santa Fe RAILROAD TOPICS
FROM WINSLOW.
tracks, near the round house, and
later taken to Lewis' undertaking es- ill Conductor Ferris was taken quite
and left for his mother's home in
tablishment and prepared for burial. Iowa,
accompanied by Ben Downs.
Thrown Twenty Feet.
R. Wlggin, the Santa Fe's plumber
A freight train was parted at the
crossing to permit vehicles to pass at this point, returned from a short
over the tracks. A long line of cars visit on the coast. His family will
there the remainder of the
stood upon a siding, and Sena declares remain
they had no premonition of danger summer.
Jack McMahon, who formerly workIt
j, when they started to drive across.
was lmpossioie to see tne switcn en- ed for the railroad here, met his
gine running east toward them on a death at Trinidad, Colo., In a railparallel track, he said. The collision road wreck. Fireman Joe McMahon
left here to take care of the body of
occurred when they were In the mid- his
deceased brother.
dle of the crossing.
One of the
Dispatcher J. L. Code left for
horses was killed and the wagon deFresno,
Cal., to which place he has
molished entirely. Sena said he was
thrown about twenty feet by the Im- been transferred, and it Is surmised
pact of Agullar's body, which was that he will be chief dispatcher at
Join
hurled against him. It was some time that point. His family expect
before he had a clear Idea of what him later. Joe ihas many friends here
and their best wishes accompany him.
nad happened.
Wlnslow Mall.
Engine Ran Fast.
Sena told the Optic that the switch
engine was running at a high rate of SOME ONE SUSPECTED OF
speed and there was no wiiistle soundTAMPERING WITH SWITCH
ed as the locomotive approached the
crossing. After the accident he regained els feet, walked to Bacha-rach'- s AT GALLUP, WITH THE INTENTION OF WRECKING FAST PASstore and. informed Simon
Bacharacn of the accident.
SENGER TRAIN.
.
Mr.
Bacharach telephoned for Dr. Smith,
Last Friday night some little exwho pronounced Aguilar dead when
citement was caused by a report that
lie arrived.
Agullar's death was due to a frac- an attempt had been made to wreck
tured skull and brain concussion. Che the limited train No. 4 by opening a
right side of his head was laid com- switch near the stock pens, says the
pletely open and the bone fractures Gallup Republican. The son of Charles
were plains visible. His jaw was Christman was passing the switch,
broken in two places, and his right and, having some knowledge of the
arm was badiy lacerated above the workings of a switch, noticed that the
elbow, the left ear was almost torn light did not stand at the correct anoff, and numerous bruises cover his gle,. He examined the switch and
head. The trunk was not mutilated. found It open enough to derail a train.
Aguilar had no family but supports The boy came at once to the depot
an unmarried sister. There are a and reported what he had found and
number of relatives.
a switchman went at once to the
No inquest was held.
switch and found it as the boy had reported, open. The switch lock had
Superintendent John Stein of the been broken a day or so before, but
Harvey system, was a south bound when last used by & switchman it
passenger last night.
was holding the switch lever In place
and could not come loose of Itself.
H. McCreary, traveling auditor for There is no
but that some one
the newg and curio departments of deliberately doubt
the switch and
Harvey's
great system of eating left It in that opened
condition, either through
houses, is an Albuquerque visitor.
gross .ignorance or In an attempt to
a
Fred Twltty Is again in the employ wreck the limited. The local officers
of the Santa Fe at Williams. He says have taken the matter up, as have the
authorities, and it Is to be
that his wedding to a young lady at railroad
Tucson, will occur in the near future. hoped that if there is a creature In
vicinity
this
criminal enough to ata
a
Louis Starr, formerly a fireman on tempt a passenger train he may be
caught.
the Santa Fe, but holding a similar
position on the Colorado Southern at
See the picnic baskets In the Mcln
Trinidad, was in Raton the other day
tosh Hardware company's display
on a viait to friends.
window.
Harry Kraft, who has been employed in the Santa Fe offices at Ash
Fork, spent a few days here last week
and then continued east, expecting to
remain indefinitely.
a
son
Claude Sperry. the
of C. E. Sperry, of the Raton shops
accidentally shot himself through the
instep of his left foot while trying
to shoot a cleaning rag out cf a
rifle.

KILLED AT

CITIZEN.

"By Their Frui:s Shall Ye Know Them"

NECESSITY

A HOUSEHOLD

EVENING

Located on the Belen

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

Belea. ia 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M. at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
!n4
VJ,"lnf"
enurches,
iswseraata. etc.

tt.v'r'tt

FaeT

rMlnuce l0!,

1,19 25x142 feet' Uld out w!th hro4 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public pari and grand old alads trees; ublls .ekool koass, eoe
Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Habitants: largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels daily; large winery; ttree totels.
Belen Is tbe lsrc-s- : shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hsy In Centrsl New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad elty
lathe near future eannot e estimated.

LIMITED

70-fo-

EXPRESS. MAIL

ANI"

fREIOHT TRAINS OF TH

E SANTA

FE ROUTE

W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH

TU lota cfered are a the center of the tlty. well fraded. (many of them improved by cultlvstlon); no
isnd or gravel.
i ea wood yard, drug store barne
shop, etc., etc. Also a
modern hoteL
flrst-elas- s

We need a

flrat-cla-

ss

bakery, tailor shop, shoe hoase. Jeweler, elnmkiaf siop.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

JOHN BECKER, Prosidenty

SOUTH.

ArWO

laalra aaia.

DEEDS.

Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM..M. BERGER,
f

iBr4jss

1 crv.nv.ah

Secretary

ALBUQUEItQtE

PAGE EIGHT.

EVENING CITIZEN.

are a comle' of dusky comedians, gun
piurr aid ncronais, wno explain
their pretence in the city as purely
a. ninuer rr accident.
ney are
pptforniers, who are working
their wavenst from the coast. They
were aniens; many of the profession
John F. Fullerton la In the city who lost their all In the San Francisco
nre.
from Socorro.
Witiirnprt Hnl.
lr Tnnna tt Wroth
Attorney T. N. Wllkrrsoti is In
outing spent
weeks'
irday
a
Iron
fle
legnl
n
business.
Santa Fe

MONDAY, JOLV iO, was.

LOCAL. AND

nrsi-cla-

1

I
I

ss

REMEMBER, ANY SUIT

PERSONAL

ilth friar Aa at Vnrminirtnn n rennrt
J. W. noniK'tt. the-- Houck's Tnnk In tha hln w..a nf Malnn Thfl rlnc- Indian tradof, Is in the city on
tor recovtred his strength and murh
or his flesn, both of which were greatcrack
Browns'
Clancy,
the
Al!ert
ly Impaired when he left for Maine In
short stop, was a Messenger for Santa une.
Fe this morning.
Thprn kill 1m a liioctlmr (if the lifia-'f- t
Dr. W. D. Raddiff came up from rnrlnra n,l
nf the
THE SHOE THAT HAS THE GREATEST NUMBER OF ADIk'len this morning and Is spending Territory Fair association tonight at
VANTAGES', THE MOST STYLE, AND GIVES THE BEST SATISthe day In the city.
8 o clock at the ornces or manager
unnno cm1 oil rnnrppTiprt nre re
IT
A marriage license has been grant
OU WANT TO BUY.
FACTION, IS OF COURSE, THE ONE
Miss Mary quested
and
Garcia
F.
be In attendance as there
ed
Albert
WILL, BE EASY TO CONVINCE YOU THAT OUR SHOES FILL
re matters of importance to be con
Whiting of Old Albuquerque.
THESE REQUIREMENTS TO AN UNUSUAL DEGREE, IF WE CAN
The ladies pf the German Lutheran sidered.
Mis Jnnle and Mabelle Craig, Miss
church will meet, Wednesday afterGET YOU INTERESTED ENOUGH TO LOOK 0 ATI OUR STOCK.
noon, with Mrs. Henuer, Gold avenue. Nellie Pittbin, Mrs. A. Powell, Mrs.
M. Drnmnond, and Messrs. Lemaster,
THEY FIT, THEY LOOK WELL AXD THEY WEAR AS WELL AS
J. II. O'RIelly, general agent for the Zelgel,
Eutherford, Digneo and BenOR
GOOD LEATHER AND GOOD WORKMANSHIP LVER DID
Occidental Life Insurance company, jamin
a jolly .party that
southbound passenger last spent ccmposed
was
a
yesterday at Bear canyon,
WILL.
night.
with niuitv r.r cnnii thliizR to eat and
Mrs. M. R. Otero has returned from drink, and the chaperon left at home,
to
$4.00
$1.85
a pleasure trip to California, accom a most enjoyable time was naa.
MEN'S SHOES, BLACK OR TAN
!$1.65 to $4.00
panied by her daughter, Mrs. S. C
MEN'S OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
our low shoes
rWa
Nolan.
$1.50to$4.00
TAN
a nalr.
WOMEN'S SHOES, BLACK OR
Miss Hannah Moore, of 217 South molra It oacv for Vnll to biiv
dainty and wear
$1.50 to $3.50
Fourth street, has returned home They art cool, look men,
WOMEN'S OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
women and
from a visit to her old home at Os- well. Ad sizes for Shoe Store, 314
$1.10 to $3.00
WOMEN'S SLIPPERS, FOR HOUSE OR DRESS
children. C. May's
wego, N. Y.
West Railroad avenue.
$1.00to$2.50
CHILDREN'S SHOES, LIGHT OR HEAVY
A. H. Hilton, general merchant at
through
passed
M.t
N.
Antonio,
San
to
50
$1.25
BABIES' SHOES, BLACK OR COLORED
fire "sale.
the city this morning en route to
STOCK OF
BAKERY
Santa Fe.
FRENCH
MUST SELL TO MAKE
Mrs. Jesusita Apodaca, with her son CANDIES.
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
and daughter, has returned to the city ROOM FOR NEW STOCK. CANDY
from a visit to relatives and friends AT YOLR OWN PRICE. ONE DAY
SEND
THE
ONLY TUESDAY.
In Sarta Fe county.
Wlien. purchased at F. F. Trotter'
CHILDREN.
inspector
for
Kveritt,
watch
Arthur
grocery store, are aure to bring the
.
o
the Santa Fe between Albuquerque
Denrecnf Honor will dive a Japan
right flavor to all dishes Into which and Lns Vegas, was a north bound
ese tea ind party Wednesday, August
Mini
wnm f mm
they enter. This is because we al- passenger thig morning.
1. Everybody invnea.
ft mi iir r "iirtii m 1
Mr. and Mrs. A. Harsch of South
ways procure the test manufactured.
SALESGIRLS
EXTRA
WANTED
street are enjoying a visit from
We find out first what brands are re- First
their niece, Mrs. Nellie Deal, and AT BOATRIGHT'S.
guarantee
them.
personally
liable and
daughter, of Peoria, 111.
THE MAZE.
Mrs. D. H. Harroun, sister of Mrs.
to
Fe
Santa
went
$1.10
J. H. McCutchen,
Mrs. Potts' sad irons, (per set
this morning to bo t- -e guest of her Washing Machines
$8.00
brother, Dr. Harroun, or the Ancient Rubber tiro
3.uu
City.
necinl sale of Ornamental Alarm
$125 J
Clocks ..
Mrs. John R. McFio and daughter.
30c
No. 118 and 120 South Second itreet Miss Maud, of Santa Fe, were in the Castorla, per bottle
4sc
city between trains last night en route Syrup cf Fics
ESR332
4;c
to California, where they go pleasure 50c bottle of Pond s Extract
20c
Mennon's talcum powder
seeking.
20c j.u'uiiiilh mm Jmt m an
shoe polish
T. Y. MAYNARD
A regular meeting of Mineral Ixidge,
GEO. W. HICKOX.
No. 4, Knights of Pytmas, will be held Quart can of Boston Coach O.i. . . .35c
We will receive a complete line of
tonight. Important business to bo
considered. S. E. Newcomer, K. of school books for school opening.
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
?
THE MAZE.
H. iind S.
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSProp.
Wm.
Kieke,
Mrs. John Webber returned tJ her
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
home at Las Vegas today after a
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY
pleasant visit in the city with her
PLACED IN iHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOK FROM OUT
daughter, Mrs. F. K. Hungate, of &09
A line of trimmed hats, each ... .$1.00
South Third street.
OF TlAVN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WA. TRY US.
25c
The Topeka Journal says: Mrs. B, Untrlmmed shapes, each
.
25e
S. Uodey and Miss Helen Rodey of Flowers, per bunch
Hickox-Maynar- d
Albuquerque are visiting Mrs. uodey s
MADAM STEW.ARD-LAMB- .
EXTRA SPECIAL for
uncle, T. V. Codington, 1203 West
210 South Second street.
Sixteenth street, Topeka, Kas.
Leading

Are You Looking for the Best?

n

(11-

mU-lunf-u

11)

iftnfn- -

Thursday, Friday, Saturday,

AUGUST

2-3- -4

THREE DAYS ONLY, YOUR CHOICE
OF THE STOCK, (EXCEPTING THE
STAPLE BLACKS), AT $10.75 A REPETITION OF OUR LAST FEBRUARY'S
MOSTSUCCESSFULCLOTHINGSALE

iii

m

ir

IMHIf

1

Va.BIUIIIll
ill
':

Mm MM

m

mm

&

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

go-car-

F. F. TROTTER

Gllt-Ddg-

9HHNCSC

e

The Golden Rule Clothing

Co.

The

Jewelers

New Mexico's
.

THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

8ECOND STREET.

CO.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Fourth and Railroad A venae

MONEY TO LOAN, IN SUMS TO
Louie Schoenecker, of the White
Elephant club rooms, was called to SUIT, ON IMPROVED CITY REAL
R. W. D. BRYAN, FIRST
Hoiton, Kas., last night, by a ineS' ESTATE.
sage stating that his mother was ser NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.
iously ill. Ho left on the limited,
H. E. Burton, superintendent of the PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING.
Indian scnool at Grand Junction,
All kinds of work done promptly
Colo., left this morning for home, ac and satisfactorily.
Contracts taken.
companied by twelve Pueblo boys, Leave orders at 714 West Tijeras ave
who will enter the Graud Junction nue.
W. F. WAUDWELL.
school.
HOF.
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
The Albuquerque Brick & Tile
this afternoon moved their of BRAU. ON DRAUGHT, AT THE
fices from the Barnett building to the WHITE ELEPHANT.
o
office on Second street recently occu
Tha picnic baskets for sale at the
pled by the Albuquerque Traction Mcintosh Hardware
company's store
company.
are indispensable for outing par-tiJuan Ortega, the popular "sodaolo- glst at O'Rielly's, leaves tomorrow
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER,
morning for a trip to Santa Fe and WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
later to the demez hot springs. He
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
will bo absent .from the city u week or
Remember, Eureka la the only l'.nie
ten days.
sold here that will not pop, crack or
F. E. Sturges returned last night blister In the wall. See that It Is
from a pleasure trip of several weeks' specified In your contract
duration in southern California. Mrs,
HAHN & CO.
Sturges and children will remain on
&
PIANOS?
CHICKERING
SON'S
close
the
coast
of
Pacific
until
the
the
YES
summer.
George W. Tuttle, wife and child We
'em. Also the Everett, Kim
are here from Carthage, N. M.t where ball, sell
and eeveral other makes. We
Mr. Tuttle has the exclusive saloon Invite you to compare our prices wlt'a
privileges. Today he purchased a big other
just as good" pianos,
list of wet goods from the Consolidathandled by other firms. The percent
ed Liquor company.
age will be to our credit
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Levy enter
We don't handle the largest line of
tained a party of twelve at a farewell talking machines and records on
dinner Saturday evening in honor or earth, but we nave the most select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pi
Mrs. Levy s parents, Mr. and Mrs,
Bryan, of LeadvIIle, Colo. They left anos. Respectfully, yours for busi
ness, THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
for their home thla raornlng,
W. H. Hahn of the Cerillos coal
See the picnic basket In the Mcin
yards, returned to the city last night tosh Hardware company's display
from a business trio to Cerillos, where window.
he is having some new coal mines
opened up, the old operations at Ma
drid having been closed by fire.
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
Mrs. Chas. L. Kurtz, of Columbus,
O., who ia stopping at the Alvarndo
IVES, THE FLORIST.
with her daughter, was joined on bat
urday by her son. Charles J. Kurtz,
Chas. L. Kurtz Is expected In Albu
qi'erque the latter part of the week.
The "Congo Twins" made their first
appearance at the Casino last night
and will remain for the remainder of
the week, in connection with the reg
ular bills by the Lyllian Lelghton
Stock company. The "Congo Twins
.

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

"so-calle-

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We invite

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.

We Are Selling All Our Summer Suits
EXCEPTING BLACKS AND BLUES

At 20

OffirA over Mandell's on Railroad
avenim . pit ween First and Second
streets." Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
to b p. in. auio pnone zua.
rt, Wlilllanta his nrnrt Irpd hi a nro.
fesslon in Las Vegas for the past
seventeen years.

Summer

Badaracco's

Off Regular Prices

Garden

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Fine Whiskies, Wines, Brandies and
soft drinks. Good restaurant and
bowling alleys In connection. Everybody welcomed and accommodations

IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY NOW

first-clas-

All Summer Weight Trousers which sold for $5.00, $5.50
and $6.00, now priced at

s.

London Club

L.IVKRY COMPANY
No. 424 North Second St.

$4.00, $4.40 and $4.80

SANITARY

BOARDING

STABLE

F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.

CRUSH HATS, all colors including white, only 75 cents
See
119

Watt Gold

them in our Second Street window.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Colo, phone, Blk. 35.

The Store for Style, Service and Saving

t

MEN'S AND YOUTHS' SUITS

one week Commencing Tuesday, July 24th and Continuing
until July 31st 20 per cent Reduction on all Men's and Youths' Suits. Here is an
opportunity for buying High Grade Merchandise at a Great Saving. - - - - -

Trunks, Suit Cases and Bags.
Fail Not to see our assortment of Trunks, Suit Cases and
Bags before buying; on which we will give a Reduction of
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Big Reduction on all Straw Hats. Regular
$1.50 to $3.00 Values. Your Choice - - - -

QC
VOC

Whitney Company

ESffaBS

Alaska Refrigerators.
White Mountain Freezers.
Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Gatden Tools

ti

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses. a
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

ti3, ti5,

401, 403 North First Street

1 Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
IVIclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

& COMPANY
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Sole Agents (or the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
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TICKETS
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AND

BOUGHT. SOLO

AttoclMllon O1C0

ROSENHEIM'S,

215 West Railroad Avenue

EXCHANGED

Tramactlont
Cuaranletd

II8W.R.

R, Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE,
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